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within cycles of birth and death, unable to fully participate within our natural cycles
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1 Ill A, Birth Imprint: "a " , " 0 -:.P.-

Page:  40

strand activation at birth. The hl.lllan genetic prototype can hold only 12 dimensional

prototype. Without the birth of these avatars mutations within the human DNA code would

dependent upon the births of the 6 Silent Ascension Avatars proceeding according to
schedule.

AVATAR# DATE OF BIRTH SOUL ESSENCE: NAME SOUL ESSENCC LEVEL DNA STRAND I
TURNS

2045AD T =birth is scheO.Jied for this date, but may cx:cur

the prENious avatar. Birth must occur no later than scheduled date. Birth will remain

than scheduled date. Birth will remain as scheduled uness circumstances warrant change . ...

rd schedjed to birth until2000 MJ, but Elohim arranged the birth 2 years ear1y

Elohim arranged the birth 2 years ear1y to cpen the 2nd seal on the

ban via Palaidorian Birthing CAntracts and Contrad Booct.
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wave design that birthed the Stream of Consciousness into manifestation. Identities in the
Time

Page:  55

Matrix operational at birth and often exhibit special abilities. The term avatar, with a

Christed Beings at birth, and are frequently Ascended Masters fiom the Energy Matrix. Indigo

DNA strand at birth, which rapidly activates by the age of 5 or 6.

embodied souls at birth. The Cloister Strains are bom with the full Silicate Matrix,

be 150,000 Indigos birthing on Earth between 1999-2017 to help keep Earth"s core
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Rather than being birthed in, "downstepping" is directly/energetically entering into a 3-

Page:  11

Rather than being birthed in, "downstepping" is directly/energetically entering into a 3-

Page:  23

consciously remember the birthing process. (d) They come in with 6th strand template

Page:  88

reversal of the birthing process? • Accessing the cellular memory bank of this lifetime,
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feel what our birth experience was about. 10. Through what medium do babies communicate
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reversal of the birthing process? • Accessing the cellular memory bank of this lifetime,
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feel what our birth experience was about. 10. Through what medium do babies communicate
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Kindness is a birthright, but one that is quite often overlooked and misunderstood. When

energies for the rebirth of new expression. All is given freely , but no
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remove will give birth to another symptom if the underlying cause is not changed.
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(Telluric Integration)- BIRTH- AGE 12 Expands the Morphogenetic Field through accreting the
frequencies

(Telluric Integration)- BIRTH- DEATH SOUL INTEGRATION (Doradic Integration)- KATHARA
BLOCKAGE OVERSOUL INTEGRATION

Page:  232

reclaiming the Divine Birthrights and Responsibilities of Angelic Human heritage are hidden
within the

Page:  248

DNA Template from birth. Expedites all of the above while providing additional bio-energetic

Page:  250

human form from birth, enabling 3 dimensions of consciousness awareness, in tne form of

Page:  266

Fields govern the birth, evolution and transmutation of the galaxies within them. Galactic
Harmonic

Fields govern the birth, evolution and transmutation of star systems and planets within them.

Fields govern the birth, evolution and transmutation/death cycles of the species and matter

thus governing the birth, evolution and transmutation processes of individual organisms. The
mathematicalgeometrical programs

Page:  272

the Transduction Sequence, birthing the as-yet-tocome "Future" moment. The backward
moving
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existed as our birthright. Though the problem of this species" "Internal Illness" is
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regression, belief reprogramming, rebirthing, meditation, prayer, toning, etc. We urge anyone
who actively participates

Page:  15

in reclaiming its birthright of the Silicate Matrix, through which accelerated Spiritual evolution
(

Page:  39

fetal pattern at birth depends upon the genetic code inherent to the fetus, which

Page:  42

time cycle of birth, death and rebirth, to enter the eternal time cycles of

birth, death and rebirth, to enter the eternal time cycles of less matter density

Page:  49

form and progressive rebirth into more higher evolved forms, for the evolution of
consciousness.

Page:  65

wave design that birthed the stream of consciousness into manifestation. Identities in the
Time

Page:  72

to cycles of birth and death; reincarnations, from which the miasmic imprint continues and
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experienced "Conscious Birthing" as an "Indigo Child," with open Fetal Integration memory

reincamational remembrance since birth. She encountered 28 years of ritual physical contact
and training

Page:  31

conscious memory from birth and of which the Eieyani Priests are fully aware. In

As per pre-birth agreements with the Eieyani, Ashayana was trained to serve as
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that is your birthright and inheritance. Now that we have given you some information

Page:  34

arranged prior to birth, whereas the soul awareness of the incoming infant chose to

Page:  41

DNA and the birth of duality of consciousness. The symbolic story of Adam and

and the resulting birth of duality of gender, occurred simultaneously. It further encourages
you

Page:  51

free will and birthrights of brotherhood of their co-inhabitants of Earth are choosing

Page:  53

bud. They are birthed, grow and die only to be replenished and born anew

Page:  71

correlation between the births and deaths of its incarnates (Tauren/aspects). In the

Page:  74

times since its rebirth upon the planet Earth. Some of your historical "facts"

Page:  75

families agreed to birth into your three-dimensional system and take on human form

territories for the rebirth of the Turaneusiam race its creators had to make agreements

Page:  79

robbed of your birthright and enslaved to do the bidding of other dimensional and

Page:  83

of knowledge that birthed into human perception the exaggerated duality that is your
lineage.



Page:  91

of your evolutionary birthright to HSP as well as removing your freedom of effective

Page:  100

be synthesized. The birth of intuition began, as the intuitive facility was added into

Page:  114

or circumstances. From birth you are trained to accept the perceptions of others as

Page:  172

of death and rebirth within the Density system life cycles. The ability to fully
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by reversing the birthing process you will do just that. You will begin to

Page:  22

terror at the birth imprint. And any good and lovingness and joy that you

Page:  23

have a horrendous birth imprint in there that"s really torturing them, and so they

here, from this birth imprint. Others will be from incarnational imprinting, which we will

Page:  24

move through into birthing. What we"re going to do this time is reprogram for

relationship with your birth mother, here. The Mother of all of us is the

Page:  33

they did not birth in. They down stepped their vibration from harmonic 41iquid light

because they didn"t birth in. They down stepped in. So you can reverse the

Page:  39

You may have birthing experiences of the body this time, but do you really,
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not start with birth of t~e physical body. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

Page:  16

begin with the birth of the present body we know, we will also realize

Page:  23

humanity"s present re-birth into higher levels of consciousness. The Eternal Selves of our
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Budding/fission- not birth Indigo Children are Extraterrestrial-Future Race-Human-Hybrids,
Yet they

Page:  26

Agreements, but Indigo Birthing Contracts are orchestrated from the Avatar and Rishi levels
of

are called Palaidorian Birthing Contracts. In Palaidorian Contracts, the higher dimensional
aspects of the

accommodate an Indigo birth. The parent"s DNA activation level must be enhanced to create

Page:  27

strand 4 at birth. INDIGO CHILDREN DNA Indigos are born with the dormant Lyran-

evolutionary cycles. From birth- 12 the Indigos rapidly activate strand 4, by 12, strands

Page:  30

strand-4 from birth through 12, rather than initiating this process at age 12.

Indigo Children from birth to 12, creating excessive buildup of frequency within the DNA

Page:  31

Strand 3 active@ birth, 4th blocked at age 12 via mutation DNA Strands 4-

5&6 active@ Birth, 4th activates Birth-Age 12 DNA Strands 4-6 Activation

Birth, 4th activates Birth-Age 12 DNA Strands 4-6 Activation OVERSOUL INTEGRATION: Age

Page:  33

born through Palaidorian Birthing Contracts- Rishi Agreements. They inherit genetic distortion
from their Earth

Page:  35

3 Indigos began birthing in very small numbers about 200 years ago. There are

age, having Palaidorian Birthing Contracts to parent more Type-3 Indigo Children in years

are scheduled to birth between 1999-2017. *Indigo Dominant Type-2 is the

Type-2 Indigos birthed 75-100 years ago, most since the late 1950"s.



130,000 scheduled to birth between 1999 and 2005. *Indigo Composite Type-1 is

5,000 scheduled to birth between 2005-2017. *Between 1999-2017 another 150,000 Indigo

Protection agreement. The Birth Wave of the Indigo Children represents the Return of the

Page:  40

interdimensional contact from birth throughout life. They are gifted in linguistic translation,
the arts,
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experienced "Conscious Birthing" as an "Indigo Child", with open Fetal Integration memory

reincarnational remembrance since birth. She encountered 28 years of ritual physical contact
and training

Page:  8

conscious memory from birth and of which the Eieyani Priests are fully aware. In

Page:  9

As per pre-birth agreements with the Eieyani, Ashayana was trained to serve as

Page:  42

CONTACT • PRE-BIRTH ARRANGEMENTS • PHYSICAL VISITATION - SHIPS,
MANIFESTATIONS, PLASMA SHIPS, MERKABA

Page:  53

WHICH REPRESENTED THE BIRTHRIGHT OF ALL HUMANITY. • GENERAL POPULATIONS
DIVIDED AGAINST EACH OTHER

Page:  57

EMERGED FOLLOWING HIS BIRTH IN 12BC. THE EMERALD SUN ORAPHIM "FOUNDERS"
GENOME ACCELERATES

Page:  58

AHUMBRA AFTER HIS BIRTH IN 7BC. THE RUBY SUN NEPHILIM-ELOHIM HYBRID RACE
ASSISTS
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that it"s like birthing a child. was amazed. Once it comes out, it starts
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fact surrounding the birth of Jesheua Sananda Melchizedek ("Jesus" or "Jesheua-12)

Page:  3

symbolizing the "Birth of Jesus", it is the celebration of Eternal Life and

pertaining to the birth of Jesus is just one small aspect of the Eieyani"s

Page:  4

Ashayana Deane EkrMC Birth of an Avatar 4 Long ago, on November 22, 12BC,

to the infant"s birth. Jeudi was exiled to Jerusalem during her "time of

the prophesized avatar birth. (The Sadducees were NecromitonAndromie sponsored Taozen
King Leviathan Illuminati

Yumen until the birth of the Avatar child. The avatar child was born on

Page:  5

Prior to physical birth, the Indigo Child Type-1 Avatar Essene Infant and his

incarnate Eckari. The birth of Jeudi"s avatar child on November 22, 12BC, and earlier

Page:  7

through the commissioned births and temporary DNA Template activation of the 6 Eckars; this

Page:  9

14AM Jeudi gave birth to the male avatar infant in the House of Ben-

midwives in the birth. Upon the infant"s arrival, John the Baptist Eckari-1, then

1 and 2 births, the soul of Eckar Ascended Master Jesheua embodied into the

1 and 2 births, the Density-2 soul from Tara integrates into the embryo

the body throughout birth and until the DNA Template activates The MCEO Freedom
Teachings

Page:  10

avatar soul. The birth soul remains with the body, and the avatar soul remains

Regent Ordination, the birth soul and Eieyani Indigo avatar identities prepare for a Soul-



Walk-in, the birth soul consciousness progressively raises in oscillation to the Density-2

Regent Ordination, the birth soul disengages from the lower 3 Strands of the DNA

12. As the birth soul "Walks Out" to the D-4 Astral field,

embodiment, releasing the birth soul from the body"s karmic-Miasmic Imprint. Released from
its

Karmic Imprint", the birth soul takes an "evolutionary leap", accelerating in frequency to

so. The Soul-Birth of Jesheua and the Three Kings Night of the Trinity,

Page:  11

of the Avatar-SoulBirth. Eckar John the Baptist and 3 male Melchizedek Cloister Regent

the Avatar-Soul-Birth of infant Jesheua in 12BC was entrusted to bring the

Page:  12

on his 33rct birthday, December 21, 13BC and was taken to the Arc of

2211 ct birthday, September 1, 12BC. Eckar-2 Immanuel was to receive his

his coming 12th birthday, January 1 s\ 11BC. Immanuel"s Eckatic Twin Ashridari received her

on her second birthday, February 211 ct, 12BC. Like Jesheua, Marahari Eckar-3,

month after her birth on June 21, 13BC. The December 21, 12BC Level-3

Ordination and Soul-Birth of Avatar Jesheua represented a "Completion of the High

attending to the SoulBirth of Jesheua, before Herod and the Sadducees discovered the
location

Page:  17

been Immanuel"s 12th Birthday if he had not been killed in the stable fire

which the re-birth of Eckar-2 Immanuel could be complete to fulfill re-

llAD, Miriam gave birth to John"s son Jeremiah-Immanuel, the return of Eckar Immanuel
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DNA Template from birth. Expedites all of the above while provided additional bio-energetic

Page:  23

human form from birth, enabling 3 dimensions of consciousness awareness, in the form of
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in searches)
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experienced "Conscious Birthing" as an "Indigo Child," with open reincarnational memory
since

reincarnational memory since birth. At the age of seven she was chosen for a

Page:  9

known by her birth name in this lifetime, Diana Kathryn, or "Katie," in

Page:  10

reclaim their Ancient Birthright of Eternal Life Ascension. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series

Page:  12

awareness of the Birthright MCEO Freedom Teachings®, in a context of grounded,

Page:  16

enduring legacy, divine birthright and intrinsic heritage of all beings in this universe.
Presently
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Page:  81

an Oraphim must rebirth in a new eternal body form to re-enter the

procreation an energetic birth sac is painlessly expelled from the navel region of either

of the Oraphim birth \..____....- sac varies, depending upon the environment into which they

they incarnate. The birth sac is placed within a planetary soil "nest", then

emerges from the birth sac, fully sentient, mobile, telepathic and with full regional spoken

Page:  82

Templates activated at birth, whereas Angelic Humans with 12- Strand DNA Templates are
born

Page:  96

yet entered their birthing cycles on contemporary Earth. In truth, these "not yet

Page:  117

reclaiming the Divine Birthrights and Responsibilities of Angelic Human heritage are hidden
within the

Page:  121

DNA Template from birth. Expedites all of the above while provided additional bio-energetic

Page:  134

making the body"s birth energy supply replenishing and self-renewing. A biology built upon

Page:  198

decided prior to birth in agreement with the Higher Councils of Light (Meta

Page:  199

the "New Birth" of 2 individuals into the "Trinity" of their shared

Page:  200

Template activation at birth, and have activated to a minimum of 2nd Degree/9th



Page:  240

the Transduction Sequence, birthing the as-yet-to-come "Future" moment. The backward
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Keywords :

Page:  10

enduring legacy, divine birthright and intrinsic heritage of all beings in this universe.
Presently

Page:  39

the Transduction Sequence, birthing the as-yet-to-come "Future" moment. The backward

Page:  60

of conception and birth of a new Human life, consciousness held within the three

human form at birth, enabling 3-dimensional awareness or consciousness to embody within
the

Page:  72

intrinsic and implied birthright and condition of all things manifest; the Still Small God-

Page:  73

implies, are our birthright and heritage; we do not have to "grovel" to

Page:  123

Kindness is a birthright, but one that is quite often overlooked and misunderstood. When

energies for the rebirth of new expression. All is given freely, but no thing

Page:  140

appointed prior to birth by the EOMC Yanas Eckatic Master Council and held in

Teachings. Prior to birth in this lifetime, Speaker-1 , an incarnate member of

Page:  141

a new Eckar birth (both mother and father must have a minimum of

a final Eckar Birthing Contract to bring a third Eckar into earthly incarnation for

Masters Service Contract birth on 7/22/2008 until the UIR War Edict of

5/5/2012 birth as the 12-Strand-activated Sixth Avatar, could not take

on an Eckar Birth Contract in the present time period due to his prior



Page:  142

an early Avatar birth) through parents presently residing in Nova Scotia. EOMC Maharata Text

respective pre-ordained, prebirth Universal Service Contracts. In 1992, the EOMC Yanas
Eckatic Master

Page:  143

EOMC Ordinate by birth, in order to ensure biological stability during the frequency-braiding

or initiated after birth. To do so, would rapidly end the physical life of

(again, by birth contract only). All serve as incarnate members of the EOMC

long-standing Pre-Birth Assignments, decided upon via Yanas Master Council vote. Individuals
incarnated

Level-4 Consummate birth contracts), then return to density incarnation after being
nominated and

is scheduled to birth in soon to assume the fallen Eckar"s intended mission. The

Page:  144

to complete their birth agreements and the option of public disclosure under validation of

Page:  145

Ordinate Eckar by birth, capable of running the full Eckatic-PolaricTriadic Levels of the

DNA Templates at birth, capable of running at least the first level of the

the present Eckar birth. "Blue Back-up-1 ", an EOMC Elohei-Eiohim

Consummate Ordination at birth, capable of running the full PolaricLevel Khundaray at critical
mass

Regent Ordination at birth, capable of running at least The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

Page:  146

Regent Ordination at birth, capable of running at least the first level of the

Page:  180

of your Eternal Birthright; you have entered the Hallowed Ground of your original Divine

Page:  204

With the "birth of the BeaST" and the Shadow Dancers came the simultaneous,

the simultaneous, unnatural birth of the Shadow Body, Elemental Attachments and Figment
Attachments. Attachments,

Page:  245

11 Ireland: "births" ·z DAUGHTER ARCS", one to 0·61ndia, one

Page:  250



of your Eternal Birthright; you have entered the Hallowed Ground of your original Divine
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planets did not birth into existence in the usual accretion fashion, for they carried

planets did not birth into Harmonic Universe 1, they fell into it, literally. Their

Page:  8

Amenti could begin birthing its new races. Between 250 and 550 million years ago

Page:  9

of Amenti began birthing on Earth. This began what came to be known as

Page:  10

Arnenti to re-birth on Earth in the particle universe as members of the

Page:  16

of incarnation, or birth and death, through which the DNA would assemble as the

Page:  19

the consciousness would birth into its Root Race, complete the 12 family and 12

then have to rebirth into a body within the next Root Race. After completing

Page:  20

of souls awaiting rebirth into the Fifth Root Race through which the Seal of

Page:  21

was assembled through birthing through the Fifth 21

Page:  22

D-4 in birthing, would rise back into the lower frequency bands ofD-4

Page:  30

SECOND SEEDING race birthing cycle during the Third Seeding. The first wave of
Melchizedeks

of their race birthing cycle. The Melchizedeks hold within their lineage the promise of



Page:  31

of the Melchizedeks birthing cycle began during the Third Seeding, about 35,000 years ago,

Page:  34

of Arnenti to rebirth within the sixth race on Tara. The fourth strand distortion

would have to rebirth into the sixth races on Tara to continue evolution. The

innumerable cycles of birth and rebirth within the earlier races, until the time when

of birth and rebirth within the earlier races, until the time when Tara and

Page:  35

it could finally rebirth on Tara. Once its Taran cycle was completed, the soul

perpetual cycles of birth and rebirth on Earth. Those passing the review would have

of birth and rebirth on Earth. Those passing the review would have evolved to

to Tara for rebirth within the sixth and seventh races, and following its completed

Page:  41

the Melchizedek Cloister birthing onto the planet. This cycle represents the transitional race
cycle

Page:  49

D-2, then birth into physical manifestation. A fifth-dimensional security seal was 49

Page:  53

five Cloister races birthed their race line through the Urtite Host Race. The races

Page:  54

Antrian Cloister began birthing about 75,000 years ago, their Lamanian Root Race 73,000
years

Page:  57

on Mars, First Birth Wtlve of Melchizedek Cloister and Re-establishment of the Law

Page:  60

their first full birthing wave into human civilization, reinforcing the teachings of the Law

Page:  73

a soul essence birthing out of the morphogenetic field of the Sphere of Amenti

which it will birth. Once a soul essence has entered its planetary morphogenetic field,

Earth core for birthing could not ground the full imprint for the 73

Page:  80



ago with the birth of the man who has come to be known as

ago with the birth of the Pharaoh Akhenaton/Amenophis IV. At your present point

Page:  83

Sphere of Amenti, Birth of Pharaoh Akhenaton/Amenophis IV, Templar Seal Released From
the

Page:  84

The second mass birthing wave of Melchizedek Cloister souls was scheduled to occur around

BC Melchizedek Cloister birthing wave. The Sphere of Amenti was released from D-4

Following the Melchizedek birthing wave of 1500 BC, plans were made for the opening

HU-2 would birth on to Earth through the AnnuMelchizedek morphogenetic field, then through

Amenti. Following the birth of this avatar, the Annu peoples would be released from

Amenti opened. The birth of the avatar would "spark," or quickly raise the

line. At the birth of Akhenaton in 1398 BC, the Arc of the Covenant

Page:  85

the Flame were birthed into this time period in synchronization with Akhenaton"s birth, so

synchronization with Akhenaton"s birth, so they would be in the appropriate places to fulfill

Page:  95

Elohim orchestrated the birth of a ninth-level avatar, who would serve to re-

stories of his birth to the Hebrew-Melchizedek Essenes Mary and Joseph are recorded

recorded as the birth of Jesus in contemporary Christian doctrine. Jeshewua was not born

truth of Jeshewua"s birth was hidden within the story of the Immaculate Conception. Through

that followed the births of the two avatars, the life stories of jesheua-12

Christ. With the birth of Jesheua-12, the 12th-level avatar, the Hebrew and

Page:  96

for through his birth the Halls of Amenti could once again be opened. The

interested in, the birth ofJesheua-12. Jeshewua-9 was also taken to Egypt for

Page:  102

within cycles of birth, death and rebirth. Immortality, freedom from death, disease and pain

birth, death and rebirth. Immortality, freedom from death, disease and pain are the natural

are the natural birthrights of your species. You will not be able to reclaim

Page:  103

the cycle of rebirth in HU-1, an identity must possess a fifth-dimensional



have to experience rebirth in HU-1, in order to fully assemble the lower

souls or avatars birthing directly from HU-3 and above), had to evolve through

Page:  104

frequency energies cannot birth onto the planet, for the frequencies contained within their
bioenergetic

Page:  117

Earth is their birthright, as Earth is their planet of origin. The Dracos are

Page:  118

morphogenetic field to birth on Earth. This morphogenetic distortion of Earth, created by Zeta

Page:  163

intruder ET manipulation, birth defects, accidents or illness suffered on Earth. Not all
individuals

Page:  178

silent avatars would birth on Earth, to purge genetic mutations and realign the imprints

Indigo Children would birth on Earth through parents with Palaidorian Birthing Contract soul
agreements,

parents with Palaidorian Birthing Contract soul agreements, to carry the activated sixth DNA
strand

Page:  185

called for the birth of six avatar souls from HU-3 and HU-4,

not due to birth until the year 2000. Knowing the ascension plan had reached

orchestrated the early birthing of the third avatar, the ninth-level avatar. With the

avatar. With the birth of the third avatar, Earth"s morphogenetic field would receive a

moments before physical birth. 1 The Guardian Alliance would like to announce the following:

passes through the birth canal. Avatar pregnancies rarely exceed a seven-month gestation
period,

just after the birth process. 185

Page:  186

is thus a birth announcement, bur also the confirmation of Earth"s passage into the

on schedule. PALAIDORIAN BIRTHING CONTRACTS The Indigo Children, Palaidorian Birthing
Contracts, Contract Bonds, and

Indigo Children, Palaidorian Birthing Contracts, Contract Bonds, and the Incubation Rite.
Along with the

Along with the birth of the Six Silent Ascension Avatars between 1992-2012, the



organized the Palaidorian Birthing Contract soul agreement program. To ensure the success
of the

yet begun their birthing cycle on Earth. The Melchizedek Cloister race must fully assemble

created an early birthing program for members of the seventh Root Race Euanjhechi and

DNA strand at birth and the ability to rapidly assemble and 186
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PALAIDORIAN BIRTHING CONTRACTS activate the sixth DNA strand imprint, which the
organically

to serve as birthing parents for the incoming Paradisian race soul essences. These are

fulfill the Palaidorian Birthing Contract. Through astral contact and/or Guardian ET soul-
agreement

Contract Bonds and Birthing Contracts, others will be consciously unaware and "just so

child. The Palaidorian Birthing Contracts and Contract Bonds are high-level soul agreements
entered

child they will birth. In fulfilling these contracts the individual parents receive acceleration of

life experience. The births of the Six Silent Ascension Avatars and those of the

orchestrated through Palaidorian Birthing Contracts and Contract Bonds. The Paradisian souls
will enter incarnation

Babies". The coming birth of the Indigo Children has been foretold within various Earth
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channeled writings. The birth schedule of the Indigo Children will proceed as follows: the

Indigo Children will birth between 1999-2004. They will complete activation of the sixth

of the first birth wave will serve as Place Holders, their sixth DNA strand

period. The second birth wave of 5,500 Indigo Children will birth between 2005-2017,

Indigo Children will birth between 2005-2017, to reach maturity at age 12 between

of the second birth wave will assist Bridge Zone Earth to balance frequency following

of the Palaidorian Birthing Contracts and Contract Bonds between the parent couples of the

to their Palaidorian Birthing Contracts and Contract Bonds, as the necessary bio-energetic
field

Contract Bond and Birthing Contract are programmed into the individual"s active DNA
program, creating

couples of Palaidorian Birthing Contracts will begin rapid DNA activation acceleration in
preparation for

for their child"s birth, and will receive "across the board" protection from the
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PALAIDORIAN BIRTHING CONTRACTS tected from the higher Harmonic Universes. Due to
their



fulfilling their Palaidorian Birthing Contracts will be freed from the HU-1 reincarnational cycles

reincarnational cycles of birth and death, following their present incarnation. Through the
births of

incarnation. Through the births of the Six Silent Avatars and the Indigo Children, Earth"s

Elohim intervention; originally birth was scheduled for 5/5/2000. This avatar is a

DNA strand. The birth of Avatar 3 reset the aligned fourth strand pattern into
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Earth, following the birth of Avatar 3 and the sparking of the second seal

Humans with Palaidorian Birthing Contracts Took Place in Agartha. Contract Bonds Were
Activated. Humans

Humans with Palaidorian Birthing Contract and Contract Bond soul agreements were taken in
their

their contracts to birth the Indigo children were given the Contract Bond Incubation Rite,

merged and the Birthing Contract was programmed into their operating genetic code. The
Palaidorian

code. The Palaidorian Birthing Contracts became finalized, non-transferable and irreversible
following the Contract
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Covenant, with the birth of Avatar 3 on 6/26/1998, the Earth"s core
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1999-2004: First Birth Wave of Indigo Children. The first wave of 144,500 D-

strand 6, will birth on Earth. They will reach maturity and activation of the
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the necessity for birth and death through incarnational cycles in order to evolve. It
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Earth, with the birth of the sixth avatar. The birth of the sixth avatar

sixth avatar. The birth of the sixth avatar creates an energetic connection between 12

until after the birth of the sixth avatar, which is scheduled for 12:01
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2004, with the birth of Avatar 4 and the release of the corrected fifth

2012, following the birth of Avatar 6 and the activation of the fifth-strand
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9, 2004: Tentative Birth of Avatar 4-Tenth-level Avatar. Will Align DNA Strand



be born; the birth can occur before this date, following the birth of Avatar

date, following the birth of Avatar 3 on June 26, 1998, but must take
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2005-2017: Second Birth Wave oflndigo Children. The second wave of 5,500 D-6

strand 6, will birth on Earth. They will reach maturity and activation of the
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22, 2008: Tentative Birth of Avatar 5-11 th-level Avatar. Will Align DNA

this date. The birth can occur earlier, following birth of Avatar 4 on 9/

occur earlier, following birth of Avatar 4 on 9/9/2004, but it must

Earth"s grid. The birth of Avatar 5 is presently scheduled for 7/22/2008.
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12:01 AM: Birth of Avatar 6-12th-level Avatar. Will Align DNA Strand
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(via Palaidorian Birthing Contracts) that carries this recessive gene, specifically to fill this
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Just following the birth of Avatar six on 5/5/2012, the three primary
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your heritage and birthright. 221
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concepts of Palaidorian Birthing Contracts and Contract Bonds, coming avatars and Indigo
Children were
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open (since birth), and was quite aware of some of the ancient horrors
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an Oraphim must rebirth in a new immortal body form to reenter the Density

procreation an energetic birth sack is painlessly expelled from the navel region of either

of the Oraphim birth sack varies, depending upon the environment into which they incarnate.

they incarnate. The birth sack is placed within a planetary soil "nest," then

emerges from the birth sack, fully sentient, mobile, telepathic and with full regional spoken
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Templates activated at birth, whereas Angelic Humans with 12-Strand DNA Templates are
born
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yet entered their birthing cycles on contemporary Earth. In truth, these "not-yet-
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reclaiming the Divine Birthrights and Responsibilities of Angelic Human heritage are hidden
within the
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DNA Template from birth. Expedites all of the above while providing additional bio-energetic
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falsehood that "birth control is a sin." Along 22. It truly amazes me
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that explained how birth control is naturally achieved. And the Anunnaki "fail to
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211998: Elohim"s early birth of avatar 3; opens 2nd Seal on Arc of the
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humans with Palaidorian Birth Contracts for Indigo Children held in Agartha. Parent couples
attend

attend via astralteleportation Birthing Contracts finalized. 1999- 2004: First birthing wave for
144,500 Indigo

1999- 2004: First birthing wave for 144,500 Indigo Children 111/2000: TRANSCENDEDNCE
DAY. Guardians

Ascension Avatars will birth; 1Qtllevel avatar. Must arrive by this date. 2005 -2017:

-2017: Second birthing wave of 5,500 Indigo Children 6/2006: Earth receives Violet

Ascension Avatars will birth; 11th level avatar. Must arrive by this date. 612010: Earth

Silent Avatars will birth; 12" level avatar. The grids of Earth & Tara begin
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by the successive births of the 6 Silent Ascension Avatars Transmission of the corrected
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2 3 4 BIRTH NAME STRAND 7/26/1992 LAU CHA- JTH LEVEL STRAND

7 T = birth is scheduled for this date, but may occur any time

likely following the birth of the previous avatar. Birth must occur no later than

the previous avatar. Birth must occur no later than scheduled date. Birth will remain



than scheduled date. Birth will remain as scheduled unless circumstances warrant change ... =

not scheduled to birth until 2000 AD, but Elohim arranged the birth 2 years

Elohim arranged the birth 2 years early to open the 2nc1 seal on the

essence and will birth via the frequencies of the D-8 Slrian Spiral, which

6 souls will birth on Earth to seNe in fulfilling this requirement. The 6

born via Palaidorian Birthing Contracts and Contract Bonds. ©2002 Ashayana Deane 419
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d Seeding were birthed into ftesh through the Arc of the Covenant. Arc was
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strand activation at birth. The human genetic prototype can hold only 12-dimensional
frequency

prototype. Without the birth of these avatars mutations within the human DNA code would

dependent upon the births of the six Silent Ascension Avatars proceeding according to
schedule.
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and through the birth of the Six Silent Ascension Avatars who will realign the
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5 active at birth, which allowed them to release the 0·5 Arc

6 activated at birth, which creates the potential for rapid release of the 0
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Atom that each birthing 15-Dimen.slonal rune Matrix receives renews this Universal Christos
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and thus your birthright of free will choice, unconditionally, without "strings" and without

not take your birthright of free will choice from you, nor did we deny
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may the newly birthing species of Earth extend to each other such loving and
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know what we birthed into down here. We knew it was a prison camp
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were given at birth here, the little life that you"ve experienced here. If you
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be able to birth into a new form, an eternal life form that"s holding

high frequency at birth. You"ll be able to birth as a conscious avatar. Here

be able to birth as a conscious avatar. Here will be in a different
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Ecka.Shl Re-Birth of the Cosmic Krist Seed Atom within the Eckasha, ·
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enduring legacy, divine birthright and intrinsic heritage of all beings In this universe.
Presently
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the E-Umbi Birth Passage from the Higher Densities while allowing for Repeated incarnations
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making the bbdy"s birth energy supply replenishable and self-renewing. A biology built upon
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the E-Umbi Birth Passage from the Higher Densities while allowing for Repeated incarnations
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the E-Umbi Birth Passage from the Higher Densities while allowing for repeated incarnations
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of your Eternal Birthright; you have entered the Hallowed Ground of your original Divine
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the "re-birth" process required for the opening and activation of the RAMA
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Veca ascension and rebirth of the crystal body through reactivation of the planetary
Kethradon
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systems
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Ascension-Time, wave Rebirth,one dimensional level at a time, whije irretrievable aspects of

Time-wave of Rebirth and a Black-hole Descending Time-wave of Final Bhardoah

e Planetary -Rebirth Potentials offered by a Planetary Host-Buffered Starburst Response
depends
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preparation for automatic Rebirth of Veca Monad Harmonic Flame, comisponding Reu-Sha-TA
Cord
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Sphere Memory Matrix rebirth and corresponding Dimensional E-Cou-Sh·a~ TA Accelerator

flame-Cell for rebirth of corresponding Dimensional aspects of the organic Kristiac Planetary
Ketherlc
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13 Starburst Point Rebirth and Activation of Earth"s New Kristiac Planetary Kethradon Cell. (

13 Starburst Point Rebirth and Activation of Earth"s New Kdstiac Planetary Kethradon Cell.
Phoenix
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Reverses, Automatic Krist Rebirth of Veca Monad Harmonic Flame and Dimensional-Monad
Moda/Adhura:

Flame, lmliat1ng Automatic Rebirth of. the .corresponding Veca Monad Harmonic Flame, fts
Ecka-

Photo-Flame-Cell Rebirths and activates upon the Kristiac Rama Code Eternal-Creation
Encryption
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always been your birthrights, and the freedom from fearbased compensation-fixations that



such remembering
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Matrix program to rebirth within corresponding Polarian Anchored . dimensional Keylon
fragments, which allows

Pillar Starburst Cycle. Rebirth of the K~stiac Dimensional Shi.eld, Radon Photo-Flame
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those possessing pre-birth Seeding.-1 Rama Passage Flame-Runner Contracts, once activated
by
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Cycle represents the Rebirth of the D13.5 Etheric lotosphere and its D-13 Monad,
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a concurrent, simultaneous Rebirth of a NEW restored creation reflecting a renewed Kristiac
re-
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the resultant "birth" of your Sol Solar-system fragment within its present position
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final healing and Rebirth of your planet and your Ecka-Veca system. You of
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and Crystal Body Rebirth Progression to Ecka-Veca-Ascension: Veca PJ1/ar Starburst Cycle

Monadic Reversal and Rebirth, the Pol~rian Host and Mass Evac Waves Speaker: AOD

and Crystal Body Rebirth The Taj Mahal "Record Restoration" E-Cou-Sha Memory-
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time Earth"s new, Rebirthed, "Diamond Sun Chariot of Fire" Crystal Body activates, drawing

Monadic Reversal and Rebirth, the Polarian Host and Mass Evac Waves As the processes
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Matrix program to rebirth within corresponding Polarian Anchored dimensional Keylon
fragments, which allows the

Pillar Starburst Cycle. Rebirth of the Kristiac Dimensional Shield, Radon Photo-Flame Cell
Complex
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those possessing pre-birth Seeding-1 Rama Passage Flame-Runner Contracts, once activated
by
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Matrix program to rebirth within corresponding Polarian Anchored dimensional Keylon
fragments, which allows the

Pillar Starburst Cycle. Rebirth of the Kristiac Dimensional Shield, Radon Photo-Flame Cen
Complex
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those possessing pre-birth-Seeding•1 Ram a Passage Flame-Runner Contracts, once
activated
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13 Starburst Point Rebirth and Activation of Earth"s New Kristiac Planetary Kethradon Cell.
Phoenix
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Matrix program to rebirth within corresponding Polarian Anchored dimensional Keylon
fragments, which allows the

Pillar Starburst Cycle. Rebirth of the Kristiac Dimensional Shield, Radon Photo-Flame Cell
Complex
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those possessing pre-birth Seeding-1 Rama Passage Flame-Runner Contracts, once activated
by
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of Encryption "Birthing the Ra-Sha-La Vessel" [First time K-4
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3b STEPS. (Birthing the Ra·Sha·LA): 1 Close your eyes

or intend the birth of your "mini-me" Ra-Sha-LA, first within

you "give birth" take a moment to really "clear your mind", slow
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back to the birthing of your "mini-me Inner Kristiac healer-persona" Ra-
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Ra-Sha-La, Birthing of the Ra Sha-LA vehicle, the 6-fold Voyager
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newly rediscovered and rebirthed Ra-Sha-LA Selves (Phoenix workshop). Ash described the
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within cycles of birth and death, unable to fully participate within our natural cycles
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within cycles of birth and death, unable to fully participate within our natural cycles
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GS before the birth of the first partiki. We learnt more about the First
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Seed, perpetually giving birth to the "I Consciousness Vehiclerr of Living- Light Radiation.
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into creation for rebirth. While it is often easiest to talk about this creation
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of the organic rebirth process of our ecka-veca system. Hyper-time leaps and
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Time Windows of Rebirth & Activating the Polarian Shield, Council Letter Dec. 2004 Indigo
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a result, the birthing of the Rainbow Spiral. As a result of the formation
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was undergoing its rebirth cycle. The Um-Shaddh-Eie is the name of the
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the Metatron are birthing the Magentas; those of the Cloister are rebirthing the Indigos,

the Cloister are rebirthing the Indigos, the rainbow people. 4. In the meditation, what
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anti-matter perpetually rebirth and return home. 2
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location of our birth, and because of all the messed up things in our
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location of our birth, and because of all the messed up things in our
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that is the birthright of everything in creation. In our culture, these disempowering behaviors
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of your Eternal Birthright: you have entered the Hallowed Ground of your original Divine
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matters is our birthright. It is this awareness, this strength and this persistence that
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original God-given birthright of full union with their own Source. This full union
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Kindness is a birthright, but one that is quite often overlooked and misunderstood. When
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intrinsic and implied birthright and condition of all things manifest; the Still Small God-
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be able to rebirth as long as they are remembered. So, there is something

And they can rebirth out, back with the Kristiac Races . ... The MCEO
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so it can rebirth so the new Earth and the new Tara can be

reborn at the birthing end of the StarFire Cycle.... By holding that Memory Matrix,

allow for the rebirth of this planet and Tara. Tools for Expanding Back to
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ability and a birthright of all humans, but it is a gift that requires
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the Common Evolutionary Birthright of the Angelic Human species, and of the Illuminati-
Human
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local systems will rebirth/ reincarnate, to continue on their path of Eternal Life Higher
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next step of birthing the Ecka-Veca, the Eckasha Reuche Pillars anchor and set
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things and it birthed the tauren light seed. We introduced these from Tenerife workshop
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is how the birthing cycle starts, as far as clusters of light cells that
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fertilization, conception and birth of the keys. This is when the KAlon comes down
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fertilization, conception and rebirthing their quantum to continually feed structures of the
thing. This
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expanding out into birthing the outer creation of the Ecka maps of the God
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1, to the birth of the Tauren living light seed. Way back, we started

goes to the birth of the Rosetta and the seed atom. These represent the
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cycle of the birth of the PartEkE dark matter templates and bodies of the

do with the birth of those templates that form later the outer domains. What

Bang and the birth of the crystal Risha Amore a, the seven suns Hub,

that is the birth of the Eukatharista body. That is when the first form
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up to the birth of the Yunesai. This is the Takeyon 6 cycle. Four

you have the birth of the Tauren. You have Takeyon cycle 1, Takeyon cycle

gives you the birth of the Yunesai inner seed atom. So, that gives you

domain. It gives birth to the Yunesai seed atom. From there, the seed atom
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point, when that births its God body layer, it also gives birth to the

it also gives birth to the first two partiki units that will form the

then there is birth of the middle seed atom, or actually the first two

that create the birth of the middle UmShadE seed atom for the middle domains,

Now, this gives birth to the first two partiki that become our YonAsa, outer
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us that didn"t birth in other ways. We birthed in through Urtha. That means

other ways. We birthed in through Urtha. That means we would have a self
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if it were birthing with the little tiny point coming out first, and then
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"Middle Bang" Birth of the Parteikei Template, Parteikei Body, Parteikei Body 5 Elemental

AmorA Rasha Body. Birth of the Parteikei "dark matter" bodies of the Rash

"Big Bang" Birth of the Krystal Reisha-AmorA "7 Suns Hub" &

0-1 to birth of Tauren Density Light Seal Tauren Axis 1 to Axis

1/9" to birth of Rosetta & Seed Atom Stage 1: ParTEkei Template (
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Shield engages "Rebirth of the Yunasai Inner Seed Atom" (Core cycle began
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a step back, rebirth cycle, where one does the Middle Edon, then the Outer
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i.e. "Rebirth" which is the "next best option" if a full
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and then give birth to the light fields; the ManU exists as the constant
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called the "Birthday Chart" (and in Ecousha Centers in our bodies) that
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and our natural Birthday Chart (our Kristiac Time Cycle). Reaching TFP 3 Level
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a contract before birth to come into the body at a certain age to
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7 with the birth of Partiki 1, and the NuVANa Cycle (Axis7-8),
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alive with the birth of Partiki 2 at Axis 8, Zero Point Axis, which
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Day) which eventually births the Diad (2nd Day). • The first 9 Structures

Light Body Structures birth, counted as 6 Days. Together these are the 15 Days

1: The Tauren births with: The YunasA (Rosetta Sun) on Day 9 Day

2: The Diad births with: The Eukatharaista Body on Day 10 Day 3: The

3: The Miad births with: The 4 Eckasha-A on Day 11 Day 4:

4: The Monad births with: The 24 Eckashas on Day 12 Day 5: The

A Hub Cell births with: The Ecka-Vecas on Day 13 Day 6: The

6: The Adon births with: The E-Luman-yana on Day 14 Day 7:

7: The Edon births with: The ELuman-aeri on Day 15 Day 8: The
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Currents. These currents birth a Krystal Spiral. This happens on both the AdorA and

Both Krystal Spirals birth and meet each other on the Zero Point Axis (
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30-Cell Cluster births after a Flame Cycle, simultaneously with the birth of the

simultaneously with the birth of the ELum-Eiradhona and the Tauren on Day 1,

• Before the Birth ofthe YunasA, the NavE-Na Cycles (Day 6 and

Doorway, and then birth out with the Cosmic Yunasun Cluster (the Cosmic YunasA

the Rosetta Sun, births with the Inner Light Body Rosetta Cluster. • The 9

Cell Structures that birth on the first 9 Days of Creation. (From the
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SEda Cycle (Birth ofthe ELum-Eiradhona), the Lightborn Cycle (Birth ofthe Tauren),

Lightborn Cycle (Birth ofthe Tauren), the Starborn Cycle (Birth ofthe Rosetta +

Starborn Cycle (Birth ofthe Rosetta + Seed Atom), the Life Born Cycle (

Born Cycle (Birth of the Rasha), and the God Born Cycle (Birth

Born Cycle (Birth of the 7 Inner Suns Hub +the Outer Eukatharaista

Cycle with the birth ofPartiki 1, then the NuVA-Na Cycle with the birth

Cycle with the birth ofPartiki 2. Together these are called the NaVE-Na Cycle.
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Choice 1. What birthed on Day 1 with the Tauren Light Seed and the
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Eiradhona. 10. What births the Seed Atoms of the Inner, Middle and Outer Domain?
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Sa. 12. What births on Day 10 with the Diad and the Eukatharaista Body?
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Hydrolase Currents and birth the 7 Hydrogeleziac Hydros hydroplasm liquid light REisha-TA
Sun
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Cycle (Partiki Birth cycle), which unfolds over the first 12 hours, where you

culminating in the birth of the ELum-Eiradhona Spirit Body and the Tauren Light-

begins. The physical birth will normally occur at about 38.5 weeks (Axis 2),
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At the first birthday you have TFP 1-here the Density 1 Cycle begins,

until the 4th birthday the Light Body frequencies are coming in. From the 4th

until the 7th birthday the Eiradonis frequencies are coming into the Light Body. From

until the 8th birthday is the acceleration year, the BPR Leap. Birthday 8 is

the BPR Leap. Birthday 8 is the end of Density 1. From the 8th

until the 9th birthday is the shift in Angular Rotation of Particle Spin into

At the 9th birthday the Density 2 Cycle, the Soul Identity, starts, which corresponds

TFP 2. From birthday 15 until16 is the next Leap year in acceleration in

acceleration in BPR. Birthday 16 is the end ofDensity 2, and then from 16



3 cycle. At birthday 17 you have TFP 3 and the Density 3 Cycle,

Oversoul, begins. From birthday 23 until 24 is the BPR Leap year. Birthday 24

BPR Leap year. Birthday 24 is the end of Density 3, and from 24

Density 4. At birthday 25 you have TFP 4 and the Density 4 Cycle,

Avatar, begins. From birthday 31 until 32 is the BPR Leap year. Birthday 32

BPR Leap year. Birthday 32 is the end of Density 4, and from 32

shift. The 33rct birthday is the point at which you would progressively integrate the
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ofthe unnatural "Birthday Chart"? • There are certain leaps that if you don"t
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Amsterdam workshop. 6. Birthday Chart: The Natural Kristiac Time Cycle ofthe Manifest Body
on

on your 33rd birthday. This is the point at which you have progressively integrated
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natural Krystic "Birthday Chart," and with what do they correspond? (a) There

correspond with your birthdays. At birthday 9 you have TFP 1. It takes 8

your birthdays. At birthday 9 you have TFP 1. It takes 8 years before

TFP. So at birthday 17 you have TFP 2. At birthday 25 you have

TFP 2. At birthday 25 you have TFP 3, and at birthday 33 you

3, and at birthday 33 you have TFP 4. (b) There are 3

natural Krystic "Birthday Chart"? (a) Birthday 32; this is the end of

Chart"? (a) Birthday 32; this is the end of Density 4, the Avatar

Being. (c) Birthday 33, where you progressively have integrated the frequencies ofthe
Celestalline
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12 planets. Planets birth out from their central star in a specific order, each
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Natural Organic "Birthday Chart" (the complex "pie chart" divided into 96
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new organic Universes birth and function. Ash also talked about the fallen stars (
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on the 3Jd birthday of this body. We had the Voyagers Books written in
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you also have birth of the Kasha. Now, the Kasha has a certain part
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Cycle with the birth of the 8 Cell Cluster, ok. This is called the
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the Tauren gave birth to the Diad and the Diad to the Miad, and

called the Diad, births in the Starborn Cycle. So, Diad birth and Big Bang

Cycle. So, Diad birth and Big Bang are happening at the same time. Now,

Body starts to birth. The Eukatharaista Body we talked about 1st as the Ecka

from here, the birth of the Diad, we have the Diad births and this

have the Diad births and this goes through the Diad Cycle where the Diad
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"Jesus Code" births. And the Eukatharaista Body has 2 parts. 1 is the

Body structure is birthing you have the Eckasha-A"s birthing. Every Eckasha-Aah has

the Eckasha-A"s birthing. Every Eckasha-Aah has its 4 Eckasha-A and actually

the Ecka-Vecas birth inside of the Eckashas at this point. And here is

Ecka-Vecas that birthed here. Each Ecka-Veca quadrant births four Density E-Luman-

Ecka-Veca quadrant births four Density E-Luman-Yanas, all right, which are Spirit

6, you have birth of the Adon 144 Partiki at the center and you

the E-LumanYanas birthing, the Density Spirit bodies. When we get up to here,

here to the birth of the Edon, the 1728 Partiki. At Copyright A"shavana &
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Density ELuman-Yanas births an Eluman-aeri, Density Time Vector, Event horizon, Probability



cluster.

where our probabilities birth, within the smaller Spirit bodies of the Density levels. And
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"Jesus Code" births as well as the Inner Light Body structure building, the

going into the birth of the Edon here and then the birth of what"s

and then the birth of what"s called the Aton up here. At the same

and that gives birth to the seed atom for the next domain on the
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1728 Partiki are birthed there and now these things called the Eluman-aeri, there

well as our birthing processes when egg and sperm come together, but our thoughts
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this tube, this birthing tube here, and being able to replicate, we end up
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KaLE-Hara NaVAHo Birth Chamber Oh yeah, we"re still doing that, still showing you
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The EcoushaTA Stage Birth of the DhaLA and yan-yUn Seeds This is what
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the Spirit Body births, and, then, the Rasha Body, and then the Starborn Light
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Tauren, to the birth of the Tauren. And then we learned about, Copyright A"shavana
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goes into the birth of the Tauren, and the whole Spirit Body forms in

to do with birth dates. But for now, at the center, where does creation
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creation, until the birth of Partiki 1. (0:23:03) From there, going

Cycle until the birth of Partiki 2. Copyright A "shavana & A "
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results in the birth of Partiki 1 is called the NaVA-Na Cycle and

and ends in birth of Partiki 1. And then there is the NuVA-Na

which ends in birth of Partiki 2. And at the birth of Partiki 2,



And at the birth of Partiki 2, is when Partiki 1 is split and
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Spirit-Born Ends- Birth of the LUma-E-TUr-Na and Tauren Living Light

but they also birth this: This is called the ... without an "E",

you get the birthing ofthe Allurean Chambers, where, remember, down in the center of
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of whatever they birthed into and whatever they were in their last life. Yes,
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the big thing births, the lauren, little light seed in the center, births. And

in the center, births. And God said: "Let there be Light", and there

Spirit Body is birthed. This births the center of it. Copvtight A"shavana & A"hzavana

is birthed. This births the center of it. Copvtight A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007.
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same time, it births what is called the Rash a Body, the Core Rasha

the Tauren that birthed out with the Elum-Eiradhona. The Tauren contracts, and, when
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then that gave birth to the Light Seed. And then the Light Seed begins

through, into the birth of the next seed atom, which is the Yunasai, which

born following the birth of the seed atom, which was the Spirit Body in

Cycle, and they birth back out, into the Big Bang. And, on that Big

Bang, next is birthed out what is called the Diad. That"s the Inner Light,

time, it gives birth to the Eukatharaista Body, which are ... Copvtight A"shavana &
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So, it first births that. Then: As we go through the Starborn Cycle, corresponding

is a/so birthed out. It is not shown here yet. What we"re showing

Prana Seed ... births; Prana is a very spec~ic type of energy that
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outward. Now, we"ve birthed the Spirit Body; we"ve birthed the Rasha Body. So,
understanding

Spirit Body; we"ve birthed the Rasha Body. So, understanding the fifteen geleziac layers
becomes

Body starts to birth, and the Outer Light Body as well, at the point
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stars, when the birth into matter process is occurring. So, that"s why they call
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Cycle, culminates in birth of the Diad. The next thing ... as the Diad

as the Diad births, so does the Eukatharista Outer Light Body, and the Base
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it just gave birth ... through the Big Bang ... because that is the

Bang, where this births out, and we have the Eukatharista Body Structure, and that
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understanding first the birth of the Spiritual Body and the birth of the structure,

Body and the birth of the structure, so we understand the structure that we

and perpetually re-births itself, not only is it the structure of your own
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is born here, births at this point, and then we go through the Gestation

light Body Structures birthing at this point but simultaneously, the outer light Body Structures

Big Bangs, are birthing as well. The Big Bang point is actually in one

actually at the birth of the Diad. So ... there is a whole series,

Diad, then Miad births, the Monad births, and each one of these are a

births, the Monad births, and each one of these are a Takeyon Cycle, a

Light Body were birthing at the same time, and that was not too challenging

right before the birth of the Elum-Eiradhona alright, so it was like that
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that are our birthright, and they have been denied us for a very long
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here at the birth of the Diad, there would be the natural StarBorn Cycle

where we have birth of the Diad, then the Miad, then the Monad. Then

that these are birthing, the outer Light Body Structures are also birthing. So while

Structures are also birthing. So while you have this occurring here-the Diad, you

the Eukatharaista Body birthing here at this point which are two ofthe Eckasha-Aah

you would have birth ofthe Miad, and the Miad, and the Eckasha-A would

Eckasha-A would birth. So you"d have the four Eckasha-A inside of the

Eckasha-Aahs would birth. And then you would have their Key Phase Cycle where



have here, the birth of the Monad and the Eckashas. And there"s actually 24

and the Eckashas birthing, and then they have their Phase Cycles. Then you have

AmorA Hub Cell birthing, and this goes with the Ecka-Vecas. So in all
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quantum building and birth of the Ad on unit, and if you notice for

the Aden that births here. And at this time the parts of the outer

Light Body that birth, are parts that we hadn"t heard about yet. And one

is where they birth in. They are part of the Light Body Structure that

Body Structure that births in where you get every ... let"s ... say ...
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Edon 1728 Partiki births, and again we had 144 here times 12; it"s times

E-Luman-Yana births and the E-Luman-aeri Density Time Vector Spirit Body,

actually be the birth point where you"d have the Gestation Cycle, and this would
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Spirit Body that birthed at the vertical axis at the end ofthe SEd a

Eiradhona Body that birthed and it has all of its vectors and all of
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where the lauren births, and this is a very large version ofthe lauren that
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the Eukatharaista Body births. And then progressively as each of the other inner Light

Light Cell Structures birth, the different parts within that structure birth, the smaller ones

within that structure birth, the smaller ones birth. Copvtight A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane,
2007.

the smaller ones birth. Copvtight A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007. All Rights Reserved:
Part
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the Spiritual Body birthed here with the T auren at its center. So what
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and then it births out the Diad. The Diad would be the 2nd Day
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the T auren birth with the Spirit Body ... so the Spirit Body had



two Eckasha-Aah birth or the Eukatharaista Body, and that is considered the Big

It is the Birth Point-it is the point when the baby leaves the

the two Eckasha birth and they birth out with the Diad, and then with

birth and they birth out with the Diad, and then with the Miad, you

inner Light Body births out, this is where we get four plus two Ethos-
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So when this births ... when this births at that Day-9 axis ...

... when this births at that Day-9 axis ... that is when all

of the Domains birth their Spirit Bodies as well, and that starts the Cycles.

these things are birthing ... ! don"t know if I marked it on this
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leads to the birth of the Cosmic YunasA, and that"s just the beginning of

Gates which structures birthed with which ... on which days basically, and with which

the Tauren that birthed there (Day-1) and then on Day-2 you

(the Diad) birth. Then on Day-3 you had this structure (the

(the Miad) birth, which is 4 of these (Eckasha-As) alright. And

you had these birth the Eckashas ... the Eckasha God Seeds. And then on

Ecka-Veca systems birth, and here"s where it started to get fun. Copyright A
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obviously if they birth, they fit on these maps some place, and finally we"ll

of these ... births a set of these. These are probabilities. These are where
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30-Cell Cluster births, and where it"s supposed to birth ... Light Body ...

it"s supposed to birth ... Light Body ... ok, Light Body births. And it

ok, Light Body births. And it also births ... out the Domain Level Seed

And it also births ... out the Domain Level Seed Atoms which are-the
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was, it just birthed with that structure where the SEda Cycles are starting in

that that was birthed on. And then there"s something called the Flame Shift Cycle
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Elemental Command Cluster births with the Inner Light Body Rosetta Cluster opening the
Akashic
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Atom Suns all birth with the Cosmic Rosetta Sun." And the Rosetta Flows open

while back. And birth out with the Cosmic Yunasun Cluster. Ok ... and this
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Cell Structures that birthed from the Tauren to the Diad to the Miad to
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YunasA Rosetta Sun births. They refer to the YunasA as the Rosetta Sun, and
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is bigger, had birthed before; it had birthed at the same time the lauren

before; it had birthed at the same time the lauren was birthed. So this

the lauren was birthed. So this is ... it"s actually filling out its Light
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10 through 15-Birth of the Cosmic REisha-TA Density Memory Matrix, the REi-

currents right-progressively birthing the 7 hydrogeleziac Hydras hydroplasm liquid light
REisha-T A

frequencies. So presently births the hydrogeleziac hydro Cells, the REisha-TA Sun Cells of
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... with the birth of the Spirit Body and the Light Body, to create
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she actually gave birth to a daughter that became known as the "White
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the ElumEiradhona would birth there. Then you"d have the Rash a Cycle and the

is literally the birthing of the Spiritual body that takes place. ( 1:42:
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Spirit Body is birthed, it"s still in Spirit, it"s still safe, but it"s connected,

afraid to use birth control and just breed like rabbits, because somebody once told

wrong with using birth control. In fact, what is wrong is, they have our
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the Spirit Body births. So, the ELUmEir-adhona actually births at the 12th hour

ELUmEir-adhona actually births at the 12th hour following the fertilization period. And then

cycles and the birthing of the Rash a. (1 :48:06) And



point for the birth of the child. At this point a lot of us,

we"d have the birth of the physical form that was progressively expanded because of
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call it the Birthday Chart which is kind of cool. It shows you, if

Oh that"s the birthday chart-that"s pretty cool. [04 C8 1:49:41]
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121h hour-the birthing of the Elum-Eiradhona. This stuff just goes in to
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Day 15 to Birth This again just shows the progression. Now right here, is
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we call the Birthday Chart, once you even out the spheres. And just know

Krystic Transfiguration "Birthday Chart" There we go-Birthday Chart. Now, if we start

There we go-Birthday Chart. Now, if we start in here, here was the

the Big Bang birth, birth ofthe physical body. This starts what I think is

would continue past birth, to the first birthday of the body, and the first

to the first birthday of the body, and the first birthday of the body

and the first birthday of the body would be considered Transfiguration Point 1. At

here, your first birthday is here ... This is your Density 1 Cycle. You"re
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So we have birth; first birthday; birthday number two; birthday number three-so this

have birth; first birthday; birthday number two; birthday number three-so this would be

birthday number two; birthday number three-so this would be year 1. You"re born

to your first birthday. So the year comes first, and then the birthday. So

and then the birthday. So we have birthday 1, birthday 2, birthday 3, birthday

So we have birthday 1, birthday 2, birthday 3, birthday 4, birthday 5, birthday

have birthday 1, birthday 2, birthday 3, birthday 4, birthday 5, birthday 6, birthday

1, birthday 2, birthday 3, birthday 4, birthday 5, birthday 6, birthday 7, birthday

2, birthday 3, birthday 4, birthday 5, birthday 6, birthday 7, birthday 8-Leap.

3, birthday 4, birthday 5, birthday 6, birthday 7, birthday 8-Leap. Leap is

4, birthday 5, birthday 6, birthday 7, birthday 8-Leap. Leap is a period

5, birthday 6, birthday 7, birthday 8-Leap. Leap is a period of time

6, birthday 7, birthday 8-Leap. Leap is a period of time where-during



hit the 9th birthday you would be in the Density 2 frequencies. And each

hit the 8th birthday and the 8th to 9th year would be your shift

which would be birthday 16, and then 16 to 17 you would go into

hit the 32nd birthday; this would be your BPR leap year, and this would
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cycles on the Birthday Chart. They are really proportioned like this, as far as

development at say birthday 3, or birthday 6, or whatever, and the changes that

birthday 3, or birthday 6, or whatever, and the changes that are taking place

chart; on the birthday chart-where it shows that by the age of 33,
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Biology Configuration "Birthday Chart" And just like people, we"ve talked about the birth

talked about the birth cycles of people evolving, and as far as when this
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by the first birthday .. this is supposed to be the natural way that
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phase cycles of birthing universes and star births and stuff like that. But they"re

universes and star births and stuff like that. But they"re just starting to show
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Matrix was formed, birthed through a central sun, Ecka Sun that was called ProsEda
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to be stars, birth out from their central star in a very specific order.

structure forms and births. And a ... a planet with a 3 encryption, that
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in as. They birthed ... "till age 12 ... and again at age
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was 22 she birthed a male, and just a single one, not a twin,
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was the natural birthday charts. It throws the alignments all off at the 23.5

of what the Birthday Chart on the Metatronic scale looks like. Where you come
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time clock, the birthday charts are supposed to look a certain way. And when
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Summary- Light Body Birth & Expansion Cycle . . . .. ... .. ...
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atomic body had birthed. Before full biological Cellular Transfiguration is complete, physical
Translocation for

Page:  9

atomic "genetic birth-coordinate biochemical phase-lock" inherent to finite-life atomic
structures

far from the birth place of its original "Ascension Body," for it may

the "original birth place of its physical body" behind forever, if desired, as

Page:  11

tether" or "birth- lock"-that links the physical-atomic body to the space-

releases from its birth-lock, it engages the process of Returning to the Mashayanic

Page:  13

inherent to "birth," "death," and the GIFT of organic "Mashayanic Evolution"

Page:  15

with the organic birthright of Mashayanic Evolution. But this organic evolutionary state can
become

quantum, the "Birth Quantum" with which the incarnate was imbued at the point

fetal integration before birth of the mortal atomic body. Due to long-term damage

the process of"Birth Quantum Depletion." However, the inorganic mutation of the earthly
mortal

our long-lost birthright of the Mashayanic potential. As the Divine Blueprint becomes
progressively
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of its original Birth Quantum, including the quantum of the physical-atomic body. In

Page:  18



of expending its Birth Quantum, or "ZhEon"-a quantum spark of conscious eirA

Transition," the pre-birth fetal integration process that occurs 33-56 days after conception

"grows" following birth of the Spirit Body Elum"Eir-adhona). From the fetal integration

inherent space-time birth coordinates), and if the GharE" is to retain the eternal-
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of its remaining Birth Quantum at the ZhEon Depletion Point, or "Bhardoah Point"

point of ZhEon Birth Quantum Depletion is called the "Transition Point," or Bhardoah

Page:  22

reclamation of the Birth Quantum," left many serious questions as to the historical and

the subjects of birth and death after Class 12 had completed. They explained that

the organic "birth and death processes" are supposed to unfold, we can better

Page:  23

called an Eckashi Birth Wave, is released into the Cosmic Reishaic Record Crystal of

a new Eckashi Birth Wave, equal to the quantum of the Adashi Ascension Wave,

the new Eckashi Birth Wave down-step into the "Eckashi Expansion Cycles" that

Page:  24

Identities" that give birth to the stars that cluster around them. The smaller "

sun Krystar gives birth represent "babies" of the Krystar Logos central-sun identity;

through self-generated rebirth; thus the Solar Logos Krystar Central Sun is independently
eternal.

their original incarnate Birth Quantum." Due to the Zhyon Eternal Life Seed Atom at

Solar Logos can rebirth any lost physical-atomic body and Light Body structures into

of "star birth and selfrenewal," "shedding their Light Body and atomic skin"

reaches its "Birthing Point," after temporarily shedding its atomic body and Light Body
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fire" and give birth to the mana-radiation Light Body structure of the "

as the Krystar rebirths its own Light Body. With rebirth of the Krystar"s Light

Light Body. With rebirth of the Krystar"s Light Body and birth of the Light

Light Body and birth of the Light Bodies of the baby stars, ManE Conversion

of the Krystar rebirths as its Zhyonic protostar engages core nuclear fusion As the

renewing itself through rebirth of its physical-atomic body and Light Body, the gas

the protostar, following birth of its Light Body, is called the Ah-Ba"-TE

the Celestial ZhEon Birth Quantum The Celestial ZhEon is a quantum-spark of conscious



their original incarnate Birth Quantum" and releasing the parental donation of the Celestial
Va-
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to engage later rebirth or "self-regenesis." The "baby stars and planets"

"reclaim their Birth Quantum" through Star Death Bhardoah of the atomic body. If

once it reaches Birth Quantum Depletion to become a nebula, releasing its Va-Ba-

"reclaim its Birth Quantum" through completion of the Celestial Bhardoah Transition, the
individual

or planet"s original Birth Quantum that was not organically Transfigured into Krystar
Evolution, plus

it can "rebirth at will" its Fallen outer physical-atomic and Light Body

first Cosmic Eckashi Birth Wave that we all "road in on"). And it
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receives an Eckashi Birth Wave Outflow from the local Solar Reishaic Record "Core

the Solar Eckashi Birth Wave move outward together from the central Solar Reishaic Record

a Planetary Eckashi Birth Wave that transfers into the smaller Planetary Reishaic Record
Crystal

the Planetary Eckashi Birth Wave represents a The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented
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"Planetary Eckashi Birth Council," composed of a multitude of individuated Free Will identities

a Solar Eckashi Birth Wave, is the first step by which already individuated conscious

called "Planetary Birthing Contracts" Pre-birth agreements are made out of Free Will

Birthing Contracts" Pre-birth agreements are made out of Free Will Choice between each

the Planetary Eckashi Birth Council, and not only govern localized agreements of
"Personallncamational

Generational and Evolutionary Birthing Contracts by which Species Evolution through the
Planetary Space-Time

Generational and Evolutionary Birthing Contract agreements with the larger eternal conscious
identity of the

to the Planetary Birthing Contract. The revelations of the 12 Tribes classes taught us,
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high-level" pre-birth "Krystic soul agreements" pertaining to the collective planetary Host

of this since birth and beyond," and "it all made perfect sense.") The
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it had at birth. If there are not things that occur in the body
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running but even birth was done through an energy egg that came out naturally

get into the birthing process and the conception and how that occurs and what
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were seeded or birthed on Urtha, because the first group of them, they were
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culminate in the birth or re-birth of a light body system. And, that

birth or re-birth of a light body system. And, that all plugs into
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up to the birth of the Seed atom or this one in particular is

culminating in the birth of the Reuzhetta in the Yunasai and the Reuzhetta is

replenishes itself and births itself into manifestation and that. So we are all connected

It is the birth of the Tauren and phasing creates the key generation cycles.
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to literally the birth of matter systems [graph] This gives a little bit
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or something from birth, which is possible. But they gave her ... well, we
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be able to birth in through our templates there are cycles of these generation
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those or were birthed with any of those attachments of the unnamed ones in
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and then re-birth and that kind of thing. The same thing is supposed
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a Starfire re-birth cycle, we go to Urtha. So, this is the beginning
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go through Starfire rebirth. They will stay in the same place and enter their
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cycle and re-birth. Because they will still be able to cycle and re-

cycle and re-birth. Eventually, that will get smaller and smaller-the rebirthing potential

and smaller-the rebirthing potential and there will be problems with genetics where
eventually

through the re-birth cycle through Urtha. So it is a much better scenario
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of Starfire re-birth. And that, the first stage of that, is getting through
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the fetus and birth their first line of children there on Urtha. That was
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characteristic of the birth of the Tauren Living Light seed. That is the pattern

Page:  187

Axis-7 and birth of the Edon and we"re aiming for going to what

we"re moving toward birth of the Yunasai. We just birthed the Ed on in

Yunasai. We just birthed the Ed on in FOL, I believe that was, the

Light Seed gives birth to the Par-TE"-KEi dark matter template and it

Page:  189

then for re-birth, back out again That is the capacity the Earth itself

comes back, re-birthed. And at that point there"ll be a separation in the

Big Bang re-birth cycles where the entire template is replicated and its particles

Page:  190

and then re-birth back out again Now, it will re-birth back out

it will re-birth back out as itself, the original. It will also have

replica that re-births out as the next layer of expansion. And in terms

replicated. When this births out, as the "times 2" replica, this comes back
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at the "birth" ofTwo There"s no Orta Clouds yet Now, when Two hits

Now, when Three births ouL in fact, I think that might be where the

time one is birthed, the birthed one is the "times 2" replica of

is birthed, the birthed one is the "times 2" replica of the one

Point and re-births out So every birthing point means you"ve got Orta Clouds

out So every birthing point means you"ve got Orta Clouds forming from the, anything



yeah when it births out on Axis-7, when we get to the Edon,

1728 Partiki units birth out At that point there is a 15-layer Orta

does its Flash PoinLbirths back out as the Diad on Axis-2. This is

during FOL, it rebirths the Ed on level, that"s the "times 12" ...

we get to birth of the Edon, this goes into what"s called the Reuche

Page:  192

8, that was birth of the Edon-1728. Axis-8 is here. It"s the

then finally the birth of the Yunasai Seed Atom with its flames from the

Page:  241

process and re-births. But it will still have free will here there will

Page:  252

back in for rebirth where it is not there hosting and holding its field

do its re-birth cycle which will allow Earth to pull- it will be
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and they"ll re-birth back. A"sha There"s a piece of Andromeda I believe that

necessary to re-birth and purge yeah ... so that"s why like even though

on that re-birth, doesn"t it apply with a full system that would remain
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to be re-birthed back out on the next Eckashi Expansion Cycle. So, I

a natural re-birth out but it will carry part of the memory matrix

Page:  265

Starfire and Re-Birth, or it wouldn"t And if it didn"t, it would fall
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Source, and then ReBirth out Now, this Planet and this Solar System are not
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up to the birth of the Yunasai, and the Core Flame. There are several

Page:  271

it can"t Re-Birth, but instead of being in a Black Hole System where

to Starfire or toReBirth, which means they can"t regenerate their own quantum, and
whatever

Page:  274



back on theRe-Birthed Urtha in the Radon Domains, and then go to the

Page:  275

generation, they can birth their "bus"s " And that"s about what they are-
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and here gives birth to the Tauren. So, between axis one and two, you
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Partiki to the birth of the Tauren. We already did that since Tenerife Then

which leads to birth of the seed atom with the Rosetta. So, that"s the

which is the birth of the Tauren. Then you have the Starborn cycle, where
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up to the birth of the seed atom, the Lifeborn cycle which encompasses six

Page:  316

up with the birth of the Tauren. That takes place between axis zero and

and forms the birth of the Yunasai. This would be the inner Yunasai seed

charts. This gives birth to next the outer YanA"sa seed atom, which would be

again and then rebirthing out again through the whole process. It"s the natural ebb

you have something birthing. It births there and then it cycles in its corresponding

something birthing. It births there and then it cycles in its corresponding domain. You

end up giving birth to the Yunasai The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented

Page:  317

end up giving birth to the middle RaSh aLE body. These are the middle

end up giving birth to the RaShaLAe body, and these are the outer RaShaLAe

and they will rebirth out through the next Eckashi cycle. And all of what

Page:  327

leads to the birth of the Yunasai and the inner RaShala body. This area

is where they birth out the next seed atom up. So, this is we

Page:  329

itself it gives birth to the Yunasai and then you enter the Yunasai cycle.

there is the rebirth cycle, and part of the bodies, and I don"t know

Page:  337



come out and birth out One replica births back into the circulation cycle, and

out One replica births back into the circulation cycle, and you have the choice

Page:  369

planet"s going to birth itself into a new evolutionary cycle. It is a fall

Page:  393

It continually re-births. You"ll see a bit of what that cycle is because

Page:  427

2 and the birth of the Tauren and that starts what is called the

Page:  428

the Triad giving birth to the Tauren and it all eventually gives birth to

all eventually gives birth to the structure, the Stairway to Heaven structure I wanted

Page:  441

faces that give birth to full on Bourgha souls. They are called the U-

they eventually can birth fully full on without any Human trace other than the

Page:  453

with them and birth babies here that have those souls in them, that kind

Page:  458

and then it rebirths the original rebirth and then a times two version of

rebirths the original rebirth and then a times two version of itself rebirths, and

version of itself rebirths, and this is where we start the StarBorn The MCEO

Page:  459

form with the birth of the Par-TE"-KEi Body. So when we are

Page:  461

it-continually re-births back out with the next one, with its replica. So

Page:  463

up to the birth of the Seed atom and the Rosetta. This is the

Page:  465

out in the birth of the Eukatharista Bodies from the RaSha Bodies. So when

Page:  469



You are giving birth together to a conscious Elemental Identity that wants to, in

Page:  486

.. from the birth of the first Partiki to the LightBorn cycle where the

Page:  490

cycle and the birth of the RaSha Am orA or the, in our terms

Page:  492

into Source and rebirthing back out So there"s a flow between the seed atom

Page:  493

you have the birth of the Yunasai, from the birth of the Yunasai you

Yunasai, from the birth of the Yunasai you have that whole expansion out through

Page:  495

it goes to birth to the Ecousha Crystal or the Krystar Crystal. Now, the

Page:  497

that imprint and rebirth back out And in the rebirth back out, you end

And in the rebirth back out, you end up with one coming back into

Page:  545

Summary Light Body Birth & Expansion Cycle The "In-Fold" - Creation Cycle
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in Tenerife, the birth of the Tauren light seed. We go all the way

does something and births out the Tauren. There"s a whole big bunch of stuff

Page:  18

body matter, and rebirth into the lines, the nurseries that are being set up

Page:  21

Edon levels, for rebirth there, but it would be like stepping back in time,

this system was birthed out So, they get to do it over again, hopefully,

matrices completely and birthed into these cycles are part of the healing teams and
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into Source and rebirth out again We are on a planet that is in

Page:  35

there into the birth cycles out here. The next natural stage is the turn

Page:  39

Aurora Zone, can rebirth into an upgraded human form, that would have the genetic

Page:  42

will be another birth cycle into the outer domains, and from, I don"t know,

into a new birth of this system again which can take eons. It"s still
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you have the birth of the Par-TE"-KEi body template, which is the

Page:  46

Partiki two giving birth to the Tauren light seed with the PartikE in the

Page:  52

into Source and births out what is called the Yunasai, which is the first



Page:  59

in the Tauren birth. That one happens in there. There"s four more cycles that

the Edon"s Eyugha, birthed our Eyugha cycle. Actually it birthed our Tauren cycle, and

cycle. Actually it birthed our Tauren cycle, and that whole Starborn cycle, up to
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That whole structure births out in one, kind of like pulsed bang. It holds

Page:  69

next thing that births out, it actually births out the same, it expands in

out, it actually births out the same, it expands in size, and begins the

of the first birth was completely created outside. From that point, there are others,

have the Tauren birthing over here, you"d have the Yunasai birthed say here. The

have the Yunasai birthed say here. The Yunasai is the seed atom for the

Page:  70

This one would birth the seed for the next one out So, there would

one would give birth to this one. Again, here you would have the Um-

atom would give birth to the Par-TE"-KEi templates, would give birth to

templates, would give birth to the Big Bang outer layers which would do their

which would give birth to the seed for out here. This is where we

Eyugha. That would birth out the seed for here. Where this gets interesting is

level, that would birth out, it would go through its Par-TE"-KEi template

stage, that would birth out, do a Big Bang and birth out the outer

Big Bang and birth out the outer layers of the body, which are the

cycle we would birth the Cousha crystal or memory crystal for the next cycle,
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memory, and get rebirthed back out, where we can simultaneously enter a cycle here,

Page:  79

that point of birthing out as a Krystar or a Krysted One and a

Page:  87

in its new birthing process through the Ring of Fire Passage. So, anyway, what

Page:  89

Template. And everything births through the RashaLAe Body Template. That"s the inner part



that

inner part that births out the outer set or the outer hologram and it

Page:  92

a new Earth birthing right around the one that is dying. And this one

Page:  96

And they are birthing in, they are in the process of birthing in as

the process of birthing in as we activate the levels of the Rash aLAe

Page:  111

there"s actually the birth of all of those things-the Birth Point of Light

those things-the Birth Point of Light The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented

Page:  114

that process the birth of the Tauren was created. Through the Triad sparking, first,

and the Tauren births out, right. Well there"s a whole bunch of stuff that

before the Tauren births ouLcause I do believe they happen simultaneously. What"s going on,

in, before the birth of the Tauren. The same process happens once for each

Tauren is actually birthed back out, all right. Next one please. (graph) From

leads into the birth of the RaSha Body layers, which are the Dark Matter
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ready to be birthed out, all right? Next one please. (graph) We"ve learned

assist in its birthing, we need to do that to a degree. We don"t
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is actually being birthed. With what you did in the Stand today, you actually

frequency to literally birth a Radial Body Structure, an Outer Radial Body Structure that
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that, that gives birth to the Outer Layer Light Body Structure that we started
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process of Re-birthing a Hosting Planet that"s going to help billions of different

Page:  127

back in to birth out the Tauren. But hold it right there ... went

stuff before it births out the Tauren. Now I will try to describe this



before the Partikl births out, but after the first 3 Sparks were made at

Page:  128

is preparing to Birth, through the birth of the Light Seed, there are these

Birth, through the birth of the Light Seed, there are these other things birthing.

these other things birthing. I don"t know exactly at which point Tauren pops out,

Page:  130

Core Domain starts, births the Seed Atom through the Outer Light Body process, Seed

that is the Birthing Cycle of the Krystal that will be the Seed for
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yet the Tauren births out, but this stuff happens before the Tauren births out,

before the Tauren births out, all right. Those 3 Partikl, uh 2 Partikl and

Page:  135

we"re having the birth of the Tauren getting ready to happen, right? I don"t
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Body of Krist births and opens the Flow of Love-LaVa all right It
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is where the birth of what the unit is called the "electron" is

is not the birth of the metatronic electron that we"re running around with half

it also the Birth of Electro-magnetism. These are Transfiguration Space-Time EM Waves,
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as the Tauren births out after it goes through the 7 Suns replications to

and the Tauren birth simultaneously, where you get the Spirit Body and the Light

the RaSha seed birthing out simultaneously. So there"s some huge diagram that would have
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this cycle, we"re birthed out here, we birth out through what is called the

out here, we birth out through what is called the ... l forget the
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We ended up birthing out through the Cousha here, because we finished filling in

that is the birthing cycle of the Krystar Krystal, the Adashi 1 Krystal where

Page:  149



come in and birth in with the birth of the Krystar Krystal, with the

in with the birth of the Krystar Krystal, with the Cousha 5 Krystal. And
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have begun the birthing process of the New Ascension Earth in the bands that

Page:  151

process of re-birthing the neutron within the nucleus of the Hydrogen atom, and

of the simultaneous birthing of the LaVa within all of the other atomic structure

Page:  161

that is the birthing New Earth, Ascension Earth Domain. And we are going to

This is the birthing vapors of what will soon be a star, called Aquarius,

motion in its birthing. There"s already things taking place there. There are what we

in the new birthing shield of the New Ascension Earth. And there are those
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will have to birth out again to pick-up the pieces of its atomic

Page:  204

its Phase cycle, birthed the Tauren. The Tauren goes through a whole set of

Page:  205

up to the birth of the Yunasai, then they gave us this whole new

you get the birth of the Par-TE"-KEi Template. The Par-TE"-Kei

you get the birth of the Eukatharista Body and the Outer Domains form and

and then the birth of the- what is called the 7 Suns HUB and

off with the birth of- from the Tauren births the Seed Atom, the Yunasai

from the Tauren births the Seed Atom, the Yunasai Seed Atom and the Rosetta,

leads to the birth of what is called its 7 Suns HUB and its

Page:  208

would have the birth of the UmShaddEi Middle Domain Seedatom. And then you have

they would give birth to the Yon-A-Sa Seed Atom that would give

that would give birth to the Ka-LA Eyugha Cycle and the Outer Domains

Page:  213

way that things birth out into the next layer. When you get all the

next place to rebirth out to when you get through full RashaLAe Body activation,



activation, is to rebirth out into the Adashi-1 cycles. And, yes you can

still have to rebirth out, but it"s better than spacedust Earth will not allow

Page:  230

With the Krystar birth there is an outflow again. There will be another wave
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starts with the birth of the Tauren through the triad. Through Partiki one and

the Tauren, the birth of the Tauren most fully, and whatever was right after

bang. It"s the birth of the Par-TE"KEi template. The Par-TE"-KEi body,
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of all they birth out into manifestation the light body structure, and the full

we get the birthing outward of the full light body structure and it"s within
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here before this births, this is the Tauren, that after it tries to make
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which the Tauren births. So, it"s in that little imprint of the Cousha, and

comes out and births the Tauren, there"s something that births behind that first and

there"s something that births behind that first and that is where the Eye of

back to the birth of the light seed. So, we have the spirit seed

spirit seed that birthed first that they didn"t even talk about "cause it"s

probably, so, that births out and then all of that process brings out the

Page:  239

itself when it rebirths out and that"s what a takeyon flash point is. So

Page:  241

forms before this births out but it"s on the other side of that, still

in there, creates, births Tauren. Tauren starts its pulse phasing where it generates sparks

go in and birth back out they do a times 2 replica so you

quantum, then it births back out as the next larger set of like body

Page:  242

first seed atom births out The Yunasai is the seed atom for the inner

Page:  243



which is the birth of the 1728. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented

Page:  244

in and replicates, births back out and it creates this structure- the 30 cells

shape and the birth of the Yunasai that looks like this. This is where
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up to the birth of the Tauren. You had the Starborn cycle that took

up to the birth of the Yunasai and the Rosetta and now there"s all
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there"s something that births out at the same time of the RaSha body and
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which we actually birth the seed within our bodies, in our RashaLAe body and
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round 4 and births out these. These are called what? They are called the

create the, they birth the Par-TE"-KEi body 5 core elemental commands the
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create the "Birthing Out" of the 5 Elemental Planes that we just saw
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had the "birth out" of the Full RaSha Body thingee. Where was that

Core that was birthed out from that full Round of 12 prana exchange breaths.
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Cell fully Phases, births out the RaSh a Body with Its 5, you know,
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Anyway, that gives birth to this. That was considered the 4th Sheath Body of

Page:  265

and they give birth to the next level. This would be the Core of

the Tauren and births all the way up through the Control, which is the

Page:  267

out, and gives birth to the Eukatharaista Body, with its four, with its um

Page:  269



into center and births out and replicates. And here, it"s through these the birth

through these the birth out and replicate process, somewhere in there, is where we

Ecousha cycle. That births the Partikl1 and Partikl 2 of the Krystar Seed, which

into the New Birth and The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi

Page:  270

Activation, which means rebirthing the um, the, the Partikl 1 and Partikl 2 of

Page:  273

a thought-form birthed out again into the Outer Cycles and Domains, and hopefully

Page:  275

and women can birth the energy eggs, but they have to come together in

the Planet at birth. Yeah, I mean, it"s, it"s awesome. Anyway, it"ll be awhile
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conception and the birth of the Ka-LE," or the beginning part of the

Page:  300

you"d have the birth of the UmShaddEi. There would be an Ecousha 2 krystal,

would have the birth of the Yon -A-sa outer seed atom Right

would have the birth of the Cousha 3, and the third Eye of God

Page:  303

were, where we birthed out of to get out into the outer domains. So,

Page:  332

is our natural birthright as Kristiac beings, which is this E-LUma-Un spark,

Page:  334

a Path of Rebirth where you go ... it"s called Ring of Fire Passage

would have to birth out into another Outer Domain Cycle again before you had
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Triad and the birth of the Tauren before the whole Light Body Starborn Cycle

Page:  338

that actually gives birth to the Inner Domains Rasha Body structure and then the

next Domain out births, and that births through the Rasha Body phasing and generating

births, and that births through the Rasha Body phasing and generating frequency. And so,



Page:  342

enough quantum to birth the first Partikl that starts the Creation Cycle for the

process now of birthing the Seed for our literally our next-it"s called the

Page:  343

then created, gave birth to the Tauren with it"s first Photo-generator Cell and
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get to the birth of the Living Light Seed, the Tauren Light Seed and

is where the birth of the Edon would happen here and that"s the 1728
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you would have birth of the Yunasai and that"s the First Inner Seed Atom.
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end, the full birth of the big part of the Spirit Body is when

Tauren Light Body births at its center and that"s when the Light Body structure
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which would be birth of the Seed Atom with the Rosetta-the Yunasai Seed

a Body, the birth of the Inner Rash a Body Dark Matter Templates and
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Body that gives birth to what is called the NaVA-Ho Cell, which is

a Body is birthed from the Seed Atom, the Yunasai doing its pulse cycle,
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Body will give birth to the Eukatharaista Outer Light Body and that"s a ways

this will give birth, these will phase, these phase cells will pull in and

Template, now gives birth to the Rasha Body. The Rasha Body has, this is
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this Rasha Body births, first we had the Par-TE"-KEi Rash a Body

Rash a Body births, that"s the one that has the Spheres and the Crystal

Page:  353

out with the birth of the Partikl1 for the next Domain, whatever that is.

means we would birth our first Partikl for the first Kristiac Domain. The first

Page:  356



back out is birth these first 4 ... actually there"s 5, there"s one at

Page:  364

next thing it births out is a times 4, is a 1-2-3-
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once that gave birth to vacuum energy and the Dark Matter Template, or whatever

and it gave birth to the "cosmic soup" as we know it, and
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Light Seed was birthed here- this is without even getting into the SEda Cycle

Ho Cycle that births the Partikl out for the next domain out And then

the domain out births its- goes from its Tauren to its Seed Atom and
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and before the birth of the Tauren. And it gets really neat, because at
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get to the birth of the Tauren there"s other things that happen. If we
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to first the birth of Partikl1 and that is considered the Virgin Birth- OK

considered the Virgin Birth- OK nothing has pierced it, it"s pure, it"s just as

born, the Virgin Birth. And then in the NaVA-Na Cycle- this is the

by Partikl 2, birthing into the same spot There are 4 trimesters of things,

place before the Birth of the Tauren on axis-1 and that starts the

the Cousha gives birth to what is called the First Eye of God which

God which gives birth to what is called the Heart of God, and then

that all gives birth to the Three Eyes of God and the Three Hearts

that all gives birth to the Three Hara Bodies and the DhaLA"s. And that

And that gives birth to the-what are they called? The Root Cell, the

Page:  382

Cycle to the Birth of the Tauren, so that we"d at least get the

Page:  383

the pre-Partikl Birth stuff So they each have an encryption of their own

the pre-Partikl Birth NuVA-Na Cycles. I"m trying to learn all these new

that pre-Partikl Birthing Process of the End Cycles. The Nu ... whatever it



here to the birth of the 1st Partikl and then the birth of the

and then the birth of the 2nd, there"s like pages, and pages of diagrams
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Spirit Body progressively births from here. But here is where we get the Krist

Page:  394

later, much later, birth out as the PartikE in the Tauren Light Seed. The
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Hara NaVA-Ho Birth Chamber. This is the beginning, you see the Chamber opens

Hara NaVA-Ho Birth Chamber between 1st Creation Point and God-Source Field, so

Hara NaVA-Ho Birthing Chamber within the Kryst Body. So now you have the
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back out the Birthing Chamber, back out to Source. And this forms- OK back
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you. With the birth of the E-LUma-Ruta-Ecousha First Cell, the Vertical

Life Cell Cluster births. So, this Root Cell creates the 8 Cell Cluster from,
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stage ... the birth of the Ecousha-TA, which was that 8 Cell Cluster.
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TA Cluster gives birth to the Reisha-TA Spirit Body Eternal Cosmic Family. This

Page:  404

the Kryst Entity births. And it, it"s also the point where right in the

so the Tauren births as this births. And the Tauren is like a tiny

births as this births. And the Tauren is like a tiny little spark of
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get to the birth of the Tauren and then the Light Body Structure. I

Page:  410

3, which is birth of the Reusha-TA Cluster ... which starts with the

Page:  411

the little Tauren births at the center, then there"s little cycles of the same



that is what births out when you go from the zero point axis finally

that that is birthed on. So the Spirit Body and the little Tauren Light

Tauren Light Seed birth out at the same time. And that is just to
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ours, that gives birth to the domain outside of that, right, 9.5 Then there"s
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crystal that gives birth to our Outer Domain Body. And that"s the one that
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the one that births the 4th Domain or the Outer Domain, this ... they
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are in this birthing chamber, this beautiful birthing chamber of golden silver light, with

chamber, this beautiful birthing chamber of golden silver light, with the streams of Aqualene
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the matrix you birthed out in. So, if you came in as an "
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at again the birthday charts that are the natural birth expansion cycles that work

are the natural birth expansion cycles that work on the Kristiac bodies, and at
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still can give birth to stars in more outer peripheral ways, but its core
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VA-Na Partiki Birth Cycles Ill. SEda Ecousha-TA Cycle IV. The Lightborn Cycle

Middle Bang" -Birth of the ParTE"KEi Template, ParTE"KEi Body, ParTE"KEi Body 5 Elemental

AmorA Body - Birth of the Par TE"KEi Dark-matter Bodies of the Rash

Big Bang - Birth of the Krystal Reisha-AmorA "7 Suns Hub" and

0-1 to birth of Tauren Living Light Seed Tauren Axis-1 to Axis"

1/9" to birth of Rosetta & Seed Atom Stage-1: Par TE"KEi Template
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Prana Exchange Cycle births P-1 & P-2 for next Domain Creation Cycle

Cycle-? Edon-1728 Birth of the Aton Rashallah 20,736 1st Creation Point ""- The

Light and Matter Birth of Spiritual Seed Atom Elum"Eir-adhona Spirit Body & Tauren-



EtorA Axis-2 birth point ~ Diad-6 Inner Lighl & Eukatharaista (2

EtorA) ,.,Q.._ birth; :--tt" light-to-matter crystallization {:> cycles & quantum

Ecka-Veca quadrant births 4 Density AX-5 AmorA-48 & Ecka-Vecas birth

& Ecka-Vecas birth Light crystallizes to matter ® ® Organic Creation & Evolutionary
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Space-Time" After birthing, the LUma-Eturnal Kryst Body contracts and pulses once, giving

pulses once, giving birth to the Elum"Eir-adhona Ecousha-TA "1st 8 Cells"
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new wave of rebirth, and the old wave that went in pops back out
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be a Re-birth ... this is what the 1st part of a Starfire

At the Re-birth, a new wave of creation comes out to where the

Page:  25

with their star birthing process, which means they"re probably getting close, either ... and

Page:  39

then they would birth out into the Adashi-1 Cycle in a new 48-
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back to the Birthday Charts that I will probably you know, get into this

there is the Birthday Charts Transfiguration Cycles. You have Transfiguration 1, 2, 3, 4

Page:  46

but it also births another Creation Wave out And as we enter Cycle-1

is a new Birth Wave that comes out into the Core and I think

opens or gives birth to the DhaLA-LUma REi-ShA-ic Seed and the

Page:  51

in the Age Birthday Charts, that even if we missed the age 33 when

Page:  82

of incoming, in-birth, coming into a Universe; and the ones reaching Adashi that

that"s when the rebirth comes of the-or the new birth comes as we

or the new birth comes as we come back out on the Adashi Spin

Page:  113

difference between the Birth Process and what they call here the Death Process or



Page:  123

get down the birth canal, so the head can squeeze together and come back

baby"s skull giving birth. So it"s kind of like that, but it was not

much about giving birth, it was more, probably had something to do about the

Page:  138

Body Elum-Eiradhona births. We covered thaL actually we started covering that, I think

Page:  160

next materialization or birth point. If the elemental vapor is not retrieved in the

Page:  192

things called the Birth Quantum. There"s a quantum of energy that every fetus receives

around on their birth planet And then they go through the Ma-sha-ya-

Page:  194

It"s called the Birth Lock, it"s a genetic birth lock into the planetary space-

it"s a genetic birth lock into the planetary space-time coordinates that your body
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the secrets of birth and death and those transition processes. And finally, they have
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atomic body had birthed. Before full biological Cellular Transfiguration is complete, physical
Translocation for
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atomic "genetic birth-coordinate biochemical phase-lock"" inherent to finite-life atomic
structure

far from the birth place of its original "Ascension Body," but, And the

the "original birth place of its physical body" behind forever, if desired, as
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tether" or "birth- lock," that links the physical atomic body to the space-

releases from its birth-lock, it engages the process of "Returning to the
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to achieving our birthright of the personal Mashayanic State, the "Path of the

Page:  225

with the organic Birthright of Mashayanic Evolution. But this organic evolutionary state can



become

quantum, the "Birth Quantum" with which the incarnate was imbued at the point

Fetal Integration before birth of the mortal atomic body. Due to long-term damage

process of "Birth Quantum Depletion." However, the inorganic mutation of the earthly mortal

our long-lost birthright of the Mashayanic potential As the "Divine Blueprinf" becomes

Page:  227

of"expending its Birth Quantum," which is called the "ZhEon"; the "ZhEon"

days) but before birth of the physical atomic body. The Zheon connects the eternal
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"grows" following birth of the Spirit Body ElumEir-adhona). From the Fetal Integration

inherent space-time birth coordinates), and if the GharE" is to retain the eternal-
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That is the birthday charts that we had out before where you go through
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of "ZhEon" birth-quantum depletion is called the" Transition Point," and it is
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The processes of birth and death are being described completely. So, you will not
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then that gives birth to the Tauren Light Seed from which the Light Body
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started with the birthday charts on the smaller level, the personal birthday charts, this

level, the personal birthday charts, this would be after accreting all of these frequencies

Page:  271

: ..,. A. BirthofDhaLA lUma- Reishaic Seed E. Fold-4 (~~~;~~i~~~~1girt~i~~

Thermos- Celestalline Vapor Birth of the as Backftow Stage-5 endenter Adashi-1 DhaLA

and new creation birth wave enters Inner Domains of Vector 3333 AD Startire-4
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strand present at birth. And the process of the lifetimes now would be evolving

dimensional consciousness at birth, which is full Soul integration, which is full Alpha Hova
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decided prior to birth in agreement with the Higher Councils of Light (Meta
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DNA Template from birth. A Level-3 Regent Ordination expedites activation of the 144

Page:  29

DNA Template from birth. The Melchizedek Cloister Level-3 Regent Ordination expedites all of
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reclaiming the Divine Birthrights and Responsibilities of Angelic Human heritage are hidden
within the
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reclaim their intended birthright of ascension. (Lemurian and Atlantian Legacies) Soul. Over-
Soul,
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... complete, consummated, birthed" DO- et-A "Harmony, joy, co-resonance expressed now
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Krystic Biology transfiguration Birthday Chart, and Transfiguration points, Event Horizons,
Vector lines. There was
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of Partiki 1 births here and then Partiki 2 begins to birth and when

2 begins to birth and when Partiki 2 fully births in and splits Partiki

Partiki 2 fully births in and splits Partiki 1, that creates the beginning of

Partiki Cycles; the birth of the Partiki cycles. This one, the Partiki 1 Birthing

the Partiki 1 Birthing Cycle is referred to as the NaVAna Cycle; the Partiki

where the Triad births, where you have the three first sparks. You have the

end up with birth of the Cousha. Copyright A"shavana & A"zahvana Deane, 2008. All
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is where the birth occurs. That is where the big bang that creates the
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that cycle gives birth to what"s called the Birthday Chart, all right? The Natural

what"s called the Birthday Chart, all right? The Natural Krystic Biology Transfiguration
Birthday Chart.

Krystic Biology Transfiguration Birthday Chart. This chart applies to various things. It was
given

here. But the Birthday Charts are part of that cycle that you would see

Bang and the birth. The Big Bang and the birth of the body would

Bang and the birth of the body would be here, so this would be

you would have birth. There are these cycles that on ... as far as
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bit about the birthdays and there"s going to be a whole body of information

what stages of birth. I mean, when you know this information and all that

idea of the Birthday Charts. We"ll analyze these. They"ll give us lots more information
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you know, the birthing cycle of Partiki 1, when an egg and sperm come

Page:  23



strand imprint at birth, has been upgraded to 24, which means, yeah, an Indigo
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Eiradhona Spirit Body births. At that same point, the lauren Point of Light is

of Light is birthed at the center of it. And, so, the Light Body

Light Body is birthing, all this trom the Central Creation Point, right at the

Page:  34

progresses into the birthing of the Eukatharaista Body, which would be this one, the

Eukatharaista Body then births the four-they call it the Eckasha-Aah. Two Eckasha-

that, it then births out a smaller, smaller replicas of this whole large structure,

And, it just births the Ecka Maps of the God World Gates, and these
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natural stages-the Birthday Chart-that, by the age of 33, we would naturally
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it starts its birth cycle in the Core Domains. Copyright A "shayana &
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Starfire, regenerate itself, rebirth, and eventually evolve out of this system back into the
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done on the Birthday Charts, by the way, so you also get a little

at how the Birthday Charts work that we"ve talked about. Copyright A"shavana & A"zahvana
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makes of the Birthday Charf") This shows you the mess it makes of what

would be the Birthday Chart that had its nice little 8-axis. It shows
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except perhaps in childbirth, but in a different spot. Copyright A"shavana & A"zahvana
Deane,
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the infamous Creation Birthday Chart prior to the birth of the l"t and

prior to the birth of the l"t and 2nd partiki. There were more
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of the infamous Birthday Chart or Creation Pie Graph. Ash also gave more information
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Cycle" (Partiki Birth Cycle) unfolds over the first 12 hours. The "12th

become the "birth quantum of Spirit and Light for the new embodiment. The

culminating in the birth of the ElumEir-adhona Spirit Body and Tauren Light-Body

and the physical birth. Some spirits wait literally up to 3 days after the

days after the birth of the physical body to engage Fetal Integration, after which

process. Organic physical birth will normally occur at about 270 days/38.5 weeks of

the fetal body. Birth of the physical body must initiate when the "DIAD

after the 1st Birthday. The processes below are a brief description of specific processes

Page:  5

Body must "BIRTH" into independence", as its energy quantum will become too large

. 18. Physical Birth is initiated by the "birth of the Light Body

by the "birth of the Light Body Diad", when the Eiron Stream becomes

body; at the BIRTH POINT the Solar-Symbiosis Cycle move into "full swing",

its original manaZeion Birth Quantum and EirA-GhaRE" and Light Body Diad Quantum into

at the First Birthday, when the Light Body Miad Births with completed embodiment of

Light Body Miad Births with completed embodiment of the Diad consciousness. 20. "Childhood
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just "given birth" to your own conscious Partiki Seed. 21. Inhale gently back
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just "given birth" to your own conscious Partiki Seed. 21. INHALE gently back
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that are the Birthright of the Kryst". With Love, Light, Awareness and Perpetual Gratitude,
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Quantum Physical-Body Birth Imprints, their "Light-Quotient" Potentials & Options of
Evolution
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(lndigo-1 Birth- in Imprint & lndigo-2- Walk-in Imprint I ndigo-

1 Aquari-Human Birth- in Imprint, & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /

2 Aquari-Human Birth- in Imprint & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /

(Angelic Human Birth- in Imprint post 9562BC & Min after SL-2 for

(lndigo-3 Birth- in Imprint can go "up or Down"; Angelic-Human/
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Shona lndigo-3 Birth-in Imprint, can go "Up or Down"; Angelic-Human/

(Leviathan-2 Birth- in Imprint, have dominant Leviathan-1 Green or Red Dragon/

(Leviathan-1 Birth- in Imprint, have dominant Leviathan-1 Green or Red Dragon/

Bourgha Hybrid FA Birth-in Imprint, have dominant Equari-White Dragon FA genes, with
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Kindness is a birthright, but one that is quite often overlooked and misunderstood. When

energies for the rebirth of new expression. All is given freely, but no thing

Page:  36

may the newly birthing species of Earth extend to each other such loving and

Page:  46

Atom that each birthing 15-Dimensional Time Matrix receives renews this Universal Christos
Expression

Page:  55

know what we birthed into down here. We knew it was a prison camp

Page:  64

were given at birth here, the little life that you have experienced here and

Page:  82

into your true birth-right, and saved you from suffering, you would never be

Page:  83

commonly understood Kristiac birthright, have been hidden, taken away, twisted or distorted
." (
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... complete, consummated, birthed" DO -et-A "Harmony, joy, co-resonance expressed
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TA ("perpetual rebirth of the SUN-body of God") E D A E
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Kindness is a birthright, but one that is quite often overlooked and misunderstood. When

energies for the rebirth of new expression. All is given freely, but no thing
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Quantum Physical-Body Birth Imprints, their "Light-Quotient Potentials" & Options of
Evolution
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(lndigo-1 Birth- in Imprint & lndigo-2- Walk-in Imprint lndigo-1

1 Aquari-Human Birth- in Imprint, & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /

2 Aquari-Human Birth- in Imprint & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /

(Angelic Human Birth- in Imprint post 9562BC & Min after SL-2 for

(lndigo-3 Birth- in Imprint can go "up or Down; Angelic-Human/
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Shona lndigo-3 Birth-in Imprint, can go "Up or Down"; Angelic-Human/

(Leviathan-2 Birth- in Imprint, have dominant Leviathan-1 Green or Red Dragon/

(Leviathan-1 Birth- in Imprint, have dominant Leviathan-1 Green or Red Dragon/

Bourgha Hybrid FA Birth-in Imprint, have dominant Equari-White Dragon FA genes, with
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= Octant ("Birthday") Lines Note: Octant Fields Run at 45° & Probability Fields

- Line" = Birth Point "Light-Body Zero-Point" Cosmic Elum-Eir-adhonna

Page:  11

Ra-Tic Fold- Birth of the Maharata Stage 2 KaLAKRYSTA EtorA Transfiguration Cycle (

Page:  12

"Zero-Point Birth Date" Start-Age:O Prob. 1/0ctant-1 Dimensional Potentialities

Page:  14

New Amenti Gates birth. 8/2003 Grand Cross Showdown Andorra, GA-Krysts avert UIR-

Page:  15

Earth core-Tauren-Rebirth due to Thetans/Red Dragons" act. ofThreshold Complex via "
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YEARS ROUNDS Your Birth Date Here +1 year +1 year +1

your year of birth Y1/Year-1. After entering "1 ROUND" of the

Ascension & "Birth-Up" incarnationally to an ascension gene code, with appropriate Bhardoah
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and the hidden birth imprints, light quotient potentials and evolutionary options that currently
govern

Page:  6

run regenesis healing/rebirth of the strands 1-2-3 DNA/RNA Epi-Genetic

Page:  22

the self, the birthday ones. You can run that, right? Az Yeah, all right
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drawn from your birthday leap years, and literally just you use your hands to

Page:  42

because the things birth out of the center sphere. So, in a natural structure

Page:  43

Pulse Rhythm is birthed from the same encryption It would just have a different

Page:  44

the Eckashas would birth, so their 12"s would be up here, and then

the Vecas would birth, so their 12"s would be up here. That would

Page:  48

out of, and birth the Galaxies. So, this would be-I"m trying to get

longer-they were birthed out of the system but might have fallen, so they

Page:  63

but usually at birth-but receivers that would pick up some of the frequencies
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not open from birth. They don"t open, they don"t develop. They are still a

Page:  78



Looks like Orb birthing Orb. Oh, neatl They"re sending out from the Center Core
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your year of birth which is 1, you come to a total of 121,

Page:  83

your year of birth, the year in which you"re born. And from that point,

up on your birthdate, all the way down to this point, you would then

back to your birth year, OK, because you"re going to read from left to

back to our birth year. That"s how they"re run, OK. And to answer one
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begin with your birth year here. If you are born in 1950, write 1950
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here to the birth point there once through, and we"ll come right back to

Page:  86

the personal biological birth-related tone sequence. Everyone is comfortable with the idea
that

move into our birthday codes, we"ll be all over the place, because most people

Page:  95

once). Is it birthday time? I just lost it. Go on, what are we
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then, Participant Our birthday. A"zah Now yes it"s the birthday sequence, which you do

yes it"s the birthday sequence, which you do from the 1st date away on

back to your birthday, that"s the sequence. You follow and you do it 3
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all things are birthed through. But things can happen to them. Once they are

Once they are birthed, they can fragment, they can go into Black Hole fall,
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System is actually birthed through the encryption that was held within its original system
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if they were birthed out in the same way, all of these are actually
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YEARS ROUNDS Your Birth Date Here +1 year +1 year +1

your year of birth Y11Year-1. After entering "1 ROUND" of the EDONIC

Ascension & "Birth-Up" incarnationally to an ascension gene code, with appropriate Bhardoah
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I fission- not birth Indigo Children are Extraterrestrial-Future Race-Human-Hybrids, Yet they
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Cleansing Period.) 4) Rebirth-Childhood Period - MH-Extraction Phase-4 (August 7,
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since actually before birth. Before I was born I felt the presences around me.

but clear since birth and I was aware of the Guardian Collectives around me
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tried to re-birth those. That fell under control of the Illuminati Races by
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to be giving birth to a baby and oh boy, yes I get to
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imbued with the birth right of Ascension and the gift of FreeWchoice. "The

Page:  64

any children previously birthed, who are age 33 or under. Activation of the "

potentials within previously birthed offspring will occur on ly if the "Higher Self"
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reclaim our original birthright of Eternal Life Ascension, and fortunately they have cared
enough,
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are going to birth in another one. It"s going to be a secondary grid
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like we"re giving birth (Chuckles). All right, there it goes. Whoa, that was
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since my physical birth in September of 1964. In infancy the Guardians would frequently
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imbued with the birthright of Ascension and the Gift of Free Will Choice. The

Page:  37

any children previously birthed, who are age 33 or under. Activation of the "

potentials within previously birthed offspring will occur only if the "Higher Self" of
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reclaim our original birthright of Eternal Life Ascension, and fortunately they have cared
enough,
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and then give birth to the light fields; the ManU exists as the constant
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the Ecka-Shi Rebirth of the Cosmic Krist Seed Atom within the Eckasha, Ecka
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the planets first birthed into creation from the Sun and into their 12 respective

Page:  69

Planetary Crystal Body Rebirth and Time Leap Ascension. Counter-Rotation of our PCM and
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& the Re-birth of the Original Amenti Rescue Mission. [Product Code:FOL
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... complete, consummated, birthed" DO -et-A "Harmony, joy, co-resonance expressed
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Cycle and the Rebirth of the Original Amenti Rescue Mission, London 2006. (FOL-
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Probability Maps, the Birthday chart Octants and how they all move according to the
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the process of birthing a person or a cosmos. The Krystal Spiral is a

Octates , the birth of the Light body probabilities at Round-2; Axis-2

Tauren- and the birth of the Elum Eiradhona Spirit Body, then the- the Diad,

Yunasai God Seed births, a split occurs and the AdorA rotates back CCW and

Axis-2, (birthday 8), the Spirit Body starts phasing with the Light Body
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the 8" until birth of the A ton at Axis-810. 018 Aton Flame

Body Probability Dominions birth out at Round-2 Axis-2, starting Light Body Octant

Body Core to birth of the Aton-20,736 atAxis-810. @ Round-2: Begins

Round-2") to birth of the Yunasai God-Seed atAxis-1 Round-2 (

above). 0) After birth of the Yunasai God-Seed, the Krystal Spiral Eckashi Expansion

Probabil~y Dominions birth.
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Body Probability Dominions birth Round-2 Axis-2 1 Light Body/ Spirit Body level
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Aton birt ti birth (orPKI-2 & Triad) Axis-6 The MCEO Freedom

R-2 Yunasai birth & AdorA 45" CW shift A~"!a /1-- irt
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Flows *After birth of the Yunasai Round-2 Axis-1, AdorA side shifts

Axis-7 Edon birth R-1 & AdorAAxis-3 AdorA r,"Ocsi\~--- -+----ilaflJf!

R-2 Yunasai birth Afler Round-2 AdorA 45" CW shiH = CCWA~s

Axis-5 ArnorAea birth R-1 t AdorA Round-2 Krystal Spiral Expansion shown

Monad &AdorA birth R-2Axis-6 R-1 E-}~is ·, ElorA
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Field" * After birth of the Yunasai Round-2 Axis-1, AdorA side shifts
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Axis-1 with birth of the Elum"Eir-adhona & Tauren Light Seed at end
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2 Axis-2 birth ElorA Phase Sets AdorA Phase Sets of the Diad. Light
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AmorAea" * After birth of the Yunasai Round-2 Axis-1 , AdorA side
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Axis-5 AmorAea birth R-1 The EtorA Monadic Passage (ElorA Axis-4)
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ha-RaHc Fold; Birth of the Mmaraiha , iM•ha.-a!a gives birth

a!a gives birth !o KRYSTAR 2-Vec!o") ""~~ Startire Poin!-4

new creation ,birth wave enters Inner Or::rnains of Veaor 3333AD Star1ire4 14
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Space-Time" After birthing, the LUma-Eturnal Kryst Body contracts and pulses once, giving

pulses once, giving birth to the Elum"Eir-adhona Ecousha-TA "1st 8 Cells"
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VA-Na Partiki Birth Cycles Ill. SEda Ecousha-TA Cycle IV. The Lightborn Cycle

Middle Bang" -Birth of the ParTE"KEi Template, ParTE"KEi Body, ParTE"KEi Body 5 Elemental

AmorA Body - Birth of the ParTE"KEi Dark-matter Bodies of the Rash a

Big Bang - Birth of the Krystal Reisha-AmorA "7 Suns Hub" and
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